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Abstract: Within perturbative QCD, we develop a new picture for the parton shower

generated by a jet propagating through a dense quark-gluon plasma. This picture combines

in a simple, factorised, way multiple medium-induced parton branchings and standard

vacuum-like emissions, with the phase-space for the latter constrained by the presence of

the medium. We implement this picture as a Monte Carlo generator that we use to study

two phenomenologically important observables: the jet nuclear modification factor RAA
and the zg distribution reflecting the jet substructure. In both cases, the outcome of our

Monte Carlo simulations is in good agreement with the LHC measurements. We provide

basic analytic calculations that help explaining the main features observed in the data. We

find that the energy loss by the jet is increasing with the jet transverse momentum, due to

a rise in the number of partonic sources via vacuum-like emissions. This is a key element in

our description of both RAA and the zg distribution. For the latter, we identify two main

nuclear effects: incoherent jet energy loss and hard medium-induced emissions. As the jet

transverse momentum increases, we predict a qualitative change in the ratio between the

zg distributions in PbPb and pp collisions: from increasing at small zg, this ratio becomes

essentially flat, or even slightly decreasing.
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1 Introduction

“Jet quenching” is a rather generic denomination for the ensemble of nuclear modifications

affecting a highly-energetic jet or hadron propagating through the dense partonic medium

created in ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions. Its study at RHIC and at the LHC is one of

the main sources of information about the deconfined, quark-gluon plasma, phase of QCD.
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It is associated with a rich and complex phenomenology which includes a broad range of

observables, from very inclusive one like the “nuclear modification factor” RAA (for hadrons

or jets), to more detailed ones like the jet shape, the jet fragmentation function and jet

substructure. These observables are both delicate to measure (e.g. due to the complexity of

the background) and delicate to interpret theoretically (due to the high density of partons

and their interplay with various collective, non-perturbative, phenomena). In this context,

it is difficult to build a full theoretical picture of jet quenching from first principles, although

a few specific phenomena have been described using (or at least taking inspiration from)

perturbative QCD (pQCD). We refer for example to the recent reviews [1–3].

Jet substructure observables have attracted a lot of attention recently, due to their

potential to capture detailed aspects of the dynamics of jet quenching (see e.g. [4] for

a recent review and more references). This paper focuses on the “zg distribution” [5],

where zg is the splitting fraction of the first hard splitting selected by the Soft Drop (SD)

procedure [6]. This observable may reveal the nuclear modification effects on the parton

splitting functions. In nucleus-nucleus (AA) collisions experimental studies at the LHC,

by CF’S [7] and ALICE [8], reported significant nuclear effects in the zg distribution.

Expectations on the theoretical side are less obvious and the main goal of this paper is to

highlight the jet quenching mechanisms controlling the zg distribution (see also refs. [9–12]).

Since the SD procedure clusters the constituents of the jet with the Cambridge/Aachen

algorithm [13, 14] (see section 5.1 below for details), it is intrinsically built with the ex-

pectation of angular ordering (AO) between successive parton branchings. This property

follows from the colour coherence of parton splittings [15] and is at the heart of partonic

cascades in pp collisions. One reason why the zg distribution is difficult to describe theoret-

ically in AA collisions is that angular ordering is expected to be violated. This is certainly

the case for the medium-induced emissions (MIEs), the parton branchings triggered by

collisions with the medium constituents [16–20]. As shown in refs. [21–26], these collisions

wash out the quantum coherence between the daughter partons produced by a MIE, thus

suppressing the interference effects responsible for angular ordering. A priori, the collisions

can also affect the partons produced via vacuum-like emissions (VLEs) — the standard

bremsstrahlung triggered by the parton virtualities — occurring inside the medium.

The situation of VLEs has been clarified recently in ref. [27], which demonstrated that

the VLEs occurring inside the medium do still obey AO, essentially because they occur

too fast to be influenced by the collisions. The only effect of the medium is to restrict the

phase-space available for VLEs.

The same argument implies that the vacuum-like emissions can be factorised in time

from the medium-induced radiations, at least within the limits of a leading double-

logarithmic approximation (DLA) in which the successive branchings are strongly ordered

in both energies and angles. This picture, derived from first principles, allows for a Monte

Carlo implementation of the parton showers produced in AA collisions. In this picture,

VLEs (satisfying angular ordering) and MIEs (for which quantum coherence can be ne-

glected) are factorised and are both described by a Markovian process.

The phenomenological discussions in ref. [27] only included VLEs at DLA. To have

a chance to be realistic, several extensions are necessary. First, it must include medium-
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induced radiation and transverse momentum broadening. These higher twist effects carry

particles to large angles and are responsible for the energy loss by the jet. Second, it

must include the complete (leading-order) DGLAP splitting functions for the VLEs, to

have a more realistic description for the energy flow in the cascade and to ensure energy

conservation. This also means that one must go beyond the DLA, by giving up the strong

ordering in energies at the emission vertices.

We will show in this paper that the factorised picture still holds in a single loga-

rithmic approximation in which successive VLEs are strongly ordered in angles. We will

then provide a corresponding Monte Carlo implementation. In this implementation, the

medium-induced radiation will be treated in the spirit of the effective theory developed in

refs. [24, 25, 28, 29], i.e. as a sequence of independent emissions occurring at a rate given

by the BDMPS-Z spectrum [16–20]. This is the right approximation for the relatively soft

MIEs that we are primarily interested in this work.

In this first study, our description of the medium will be oversimplified: we assume a

fixed “brick” of size L, the distance travelled by the jet inside the medium, and characterised

by a uniform value for the jet quenching parameter q̂, the rate for transverse momentum

broadening via elastic collisions. This description can certainly be improved in the future,

e.g. by including the longitudinal expansion of the medium as a time-dependence in q̂.

Given these simplifying assumptions, we concentrate on observables which, in our opinion,

are mainly controlled by the parton showers and which are mostly sensitive to global

properties of the medium, like the typical energy loss by a jet (which scales like q̂L2) or the

typical transverse momentum acquired via elastic collisions (the “saturation momentum”

Q2
s ≡ q̂L). At least in our theoretical approach, this is the case for observables like the jet

nuclear modification factor RAA and the zg distribution. This is further supported by the

good agreement that we shall find between our results and the corresponding LHC data.

As a baseline for discussion, we will study the jet nuclear modification factor RAA.

Comparing our predictions to the ATLAS measurements [30] will allow us to calibrate our

medium parameters q̂ and L (and a coupling αs,med). We will find that the dependence

of RAA on the jet transverse momentum pT is controlled by the evolution of the parton

multiplicity via VLEs inside the medium. Each of these partons then acts as a source

for medium-induced radiation, enhancing the jet energy loss as pT increases. We shall

notably check that RAA is primarily controlled by the energy scale ωbr ≡ α2
s,medq̂L

2/2 (the

characteristic scale for multiple medium-induced branchings).

The zg-distribution is an observable particularly suited for our purposes. On one hand,

it is associated with relatively hard branchings, for which perturbative QCD is expected

to be applicable. On the other hand, it is sensitive to the dynamics of the MIEs, that are

probed both directly (especially at relatively small values of zg, where the SD procedure

can select a MIE) and indirectly (via the energy loss of the subjets produced by a hard

vacuum-like branching).

Our purpose is to provide a transparent physical interpretation and a qualitative de-

scription of the relevant LHC data [7, 8]. To that aim, we also construct piecewise analytic

approximations, whose results are eventually compared to our numerical simulations. In

this process, two natural kinematic regimes will emerge, “low energy” and “high energy”,
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with the transition between them occurring around pT = q̂L2/(2zcut). Here, zcut is the

lower limit on zg which is used by the SD algorithm, that we shall chose as zcut = 0.1 in

our explicit calculations, in compliance with the experimental measurements in [7, 8]. For

a “high energy jet”, the SD procedure can only select a vacuum-like splitting, so the only

nuclear effect is the (incoherent) energy loss of the two subjets created by this splitting.

For “low energy jets”, both VLEs and MIEs can be captured by SD and the contribution

from the MIEs leads a significant rise in the zg distribution at small zg.

From this perspective, the current measurements of the zg-distribution at RHIC [31]

and the LHC [7, 8] belong to the low energy regime. Our predictions reproduce the trends

seen in the LHC data, both qualitatively and semi-quantitatively (see the discussion in

section 6, notably figures 18 to 22). We argue that the onset of the transition between the

low- and high-energy regimes is already visible in the current LHC data (in the highest

energy bin, with 300 GeV < pT < 500 GeV) and that the change in behaviour should

become even more visible when further increasing pT .

Given the importance of the jet energy loss for both the zg-distribution and the nuclear

modification factor RAA, we propose a new measurement to study the correlation between

these two observables. The idea is to measure the jet RAA as a function of the jet pT in

bins of zg or, even better, in bins of θg (the angular separation between the two subjets

identified by SD). We find (see section 6.3 and, in particular figure 23), a larger suppression

of RAA, meaning a larger energy loss, for 2-prong jets which have passed the SD criteria

than for the 1-prong jets which did not.

This paper is structured as follows: section 2 describes the general physical picture

and the underlying approximations. We start with a brief summary of the argument for

the factorisation of the in-medium parton shower as originally formulated in ref. [27] and

then explain the extension of this argument beyond DLA. Section 3 presents the Monte

Carlo implementation of this factorised picture. We begin the discussion of our new results

in section 4, where we study the jet energy loss and present our predictions for the jet

RAA. The next two sections present an extensive study of the nuclear effects on the

zg-distribution. In section 5, we consider “monochromatic” jets generated by a leading

parton (gluon or quark) with a fixed energy pT . To uncover the physics underlying the

zg distribution, we construct analytic calculations that we compare to our Monte Carlo

results. In section 6, we move to our phenomenological predictions using a full matrix

element for the production of the leading partons. We compare our numerical results with

the experimental analyses of the LHC data [7, 8], whenever applicable. Finally, section 7

presents our conclusions together with open problems and perspectives.

2 Parton shower in the medium: physical picture

In this section, we describe our factorised pQCD picture for the parton shower generated

by an energetic parton propagating through a homogeneous dense QCD medium of size

L. We discuss the validity of this picture beyond the double-logarithmic approximation

originally used in ref. [27].
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2.1 Basic considerations

We aim at describing jets created in ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions and which propa-

gate at nearly central rapidities (the most interesting situation for the physics of jet quench-

ing). For such jets, one can identify the energy and the transverse momentum (w.r.t. the

collision axis), so in what follows we use these notations interchangeably. In particular,

the energy of the leading parton (quark or gluon) initiating the jet will be interchangeably

denoted by E or pT0.

The leading parton is created with a time-like virtuality Q2 � E2 via a hard 2 →
2 partonic process. In the “vacuum” (i.e. in a proton-proton collision), such a parton

typically decays after a time of the order of the formation time tf ≡ 1/∆E. Using ∆E =√
E2 +Q2 − E ' Q2/2E, we have

tf '
2E

Q2
' 2

z(1− z)Eθ2
' 2z(1− z)E

k2
⊥

, (2.1)

where z and θ (assuming θ � 1) are the energy fraction and opening angle of the partonic

decay and k⊥ ' z(1 − z)θE is the (relative) transverse momentum of any of the two

daughter partons w.r.t. the direction of the leading parton.1

The differential probability for vacuum-like branching is then given by the

bremsstrahlung law,

d2Pvac =
αs(k

2
⊥)

2π

d2k⊥
k2
⊥

Pa→bc(z) dz =
αs(k

2
⊥)

2π

dθ2

θ2
Pa→bc(z) dz , (2.2)

where Pa→bc is the Altarelli-Parisi splitting function for the branching of a parton of type

a into two partons of type b and c with energy fractions z and respectively 1 − z. The

second equality above holds after averaging over the azimuthal angle φ (the orientation

of the 2-dimensional vector k⊥). For physics discussions, it is often helpful to consider

the limit z � 1 where the emitted gluon is soft. In this case, P (z) ' 2CR/z — with

CR = CF = (N2
c − 1)/(2Nc) for quarks and CR = CA = Nc for gluons — and we can write

tf ' 2/(ωθ2) and k⊥ ' ωθ, with ω ≡ zE � E.

In the presence of a medium, additional effects have to be taken into account as high-

energy partons traversing the medium suffer elastic collisions and thus receive transverse

kicks. This has three main consequences: (i) they affect the available phase-space for

vacuum-like emissions, (ii) they trigger additional, medium-induced emissions, and (iii)

they yield a broadening of the transverse momentum of high-energy partons. These three

effects are discussed separately in the following subsections.

In what follows, we assume that the medium is sufficiently dense to be weakly coupled

so that the successive collisions are quasi-independent from each other. In the multiple soft

scattering approximation and after travelling through the medium along a time/distance

∆t, the random kicks yield a Gaussian broadening of the transverse momentum distribution

1For more clarity, we use the subscript T for momentum components transverse to the collision axis and

the subscript ⊥ for the components transverse to the jet axis, here identified with the original direction of

the leading parton.
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with a width 〈∆k2
⊥〉 = q̂∆t. The jet quenching parameter q̂ in this relation is the average

transverse momentum squared transferred from the medium to a parton per unit time.2

This quantity is proportional to the Casimir CR for the colour representation of the parton

and in what follows we shall keep the simple notation q̂ for the case where the parton is a

gluon. The corresponding quantity for a quark reads q̂F = (CF /CA)q̂.

2.2 Factorisation of vacuum-like emissions in the presence of the medium

We now discuss how interactions with the medium affect the way a vacuum partonic cascade

develops in the medium. This mostly follows the picture emerging from our previous study,

ref. [27], valid in the double-logarithmic approximation. We summarise below the main

physics ingredients behind this picture and then turn to a few new ingredients, going

beyond the strict double-logarithmic approximation, that were added for the purpose of

this paper.

First note that the expression tf ' 2ω/k2
⊥ for the formation time is a direct consequence

of the uncertainty principle — it is the time after which the parent parton and the emitted

gluon lose their mutual quantum coherence — and hence also holds for medium-induced

emissions. While an emission occurring in the vacuum can have an arbitrary k⊥, in the

medium k⊥ cannot be smaller than k2
f ≡ q̂tf , the momentum broadening accumulated via

collisions over the formation time. This defines a clear boundary between vacuum-like

emissions (VLEs) for which k⊥ � kf , and medium-induced emissions (MIEs) for which

k⊥ ' kf . Converting this in formation times, a VLE satisfies

tf(ω, θ) =
2

ωθ2
�
√

2ω

q̂
≡ tmed(ω), i.e. ω3θ4 � 2q̂, (2.3)

where the strong ordering is valid in the sense of the double-logarithmic approximation

and tmed(ω) is the typical formation time of MIEs.

Eq. (2.3) is the cornerstone on which the partonic cascade in the medium is built.

From this fundamental relation, the full physical picture can be obtained based on a few

additional observations:

• The formation time tmed(ω) corresponding to a MIE must be shorter than L, implying

an upper limit on the energy of the MIEs: ω ≤ ωc ≡ q̂L2/2. This argument also shows

that the constraint in eq. (2.3) exists only for ω ≤ ωc; more energetic emissions with

ω > ωc are always vacuum-like, irrespective of their formation time (smaller or larger

than L).

• VLEs can either occur inside the medium, in which case they satisfy (2.3), or outside

the medium, in which case tf(ω, θ) > L. This implies that emissions with intermediate

formation times, with tmed � tf(ω, θ) � L, are forbidden. This gives the “vetoed”

region in figure 1.

2Strictly speaking, this quantity is (logarithmically) sensitive to the “hardness” of the scattering, i.e. to

the total transferred momentum Q2
s(L) = q̂L (see e.g. [32–34]). This sensitivity is ignored in what follows.
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Figure 1. The phase-space for vacuum-like gluon emissions by a jet propagating through a dense

QCD medium, in logarithmic units. In the left plot, the variables are the gluon energy ω and its

emission angle θ. In the right plot, we rather use the relative transverse momentum k⊥ ' ωθ and

the inverse of the angle 1/θ.

• The above one-emission picture can be generalised to the multiple emission of N

gluons with ωn � ωn−1 and θn � θn−1, n = 1, . . . , N . The corresponding formation

times are strongly increasing from one emission to the next one, tf,n � tf,n−1 (with

tf,n ≡ tf(ωn, θn)). As a consequence if eq. (2.3) is satisfied by the last emitted gluon

i.e. if tf,N � tmed(ωN ), then it is automatically satisfied by all earlier emissions,

tf,n � tmed(ωn).

• To obtain the strong ordering above we have assumed that emissions were both soft

and collinear. This is known as the double-logarithmic approximation where the

emission probability (2.2) is enhanced by logarithms of both the energy and the

emission angle. This approximation is at the heart of a large range of calculations

in perturbative QCD. We briefly discuss below some new elements (and limitations)

going beyond this approximation in the next section.

• A key ingredient of the above generalisation to multiple gluon emissions is the fact

that the in-medium partonic cascade preserves angular ordering, meaning that θn �
θn−1. This is highly non-trivial as this is a subtle consequence of colour coherence

for vacuum emissions and collisions in the medium which eventually wash out this

coherence [27].

• The characteristic time for colour decoherence is [21–23, 35, 36]

tcoh(θ) =

(
4

q̂θ2

)1/3

. (2.4)

Hence, VLEs with emission angles θ � θc ≡ 2/
√
q̂L3 rapidly lose their colour co-

herence (tcoh(θ)� L) and act as independent sources for MIEs over a time ∆t ' L.

Conversely, VLEs with θ < θc remain coherent with their parent parton and are not

– 7 –
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discriminated by the medium: the associated pattern of MIEs is as if created by their

parent. This explains why the emissions with θ < θc are included in the “outside”

region in figure 1.

• Over the development of a vacuum-like cascade, the partons can also lose energy by

emitting MIEs. Since the (relative) energy loss is suppressed as (tf(ω, θ)/tmed(ω))2 �
1 this effect can be neglected. In other words, even though the partons created via

VLEs will ultimately lose energy via MIEs, this effect is negligible during the devel-

opment of the vacuum-like cascade. Note that eq. (2.3) also means that broadening

effects are negligible.

• After being emitted at a time t, a parton propagates through the medium over a

distance L−t. During this propagation it interacts with the medium. From the point

of view of these interactions with the medium, we can safely set the formation time of

the VLEs to 0, as a consequence of the strong ordering in formation time. Therefore,

MIEs and transverse momentum broadening can occur at any time 0 < t < L. We

describe these phenomena in the following sections.

• Once the partons have travelled through the medium, undergoing MIEs and broad-

ening, they are again allowed to fragment as a standard vacuum-like cascade outside

the medium. Since the partons have lost their colour coherence during their traversal

of the medium, the first emission in the outside-medium VLE cascade can violate

angular ordering i.e. happen at any angle [27].

A very simple picture for the development of a partonic cascade in the medium emerges

from the above observations. The full cascade can be factorised in three major steps,

represented in figure 1:

1. in-medium vacuum-like cascade : an angular-ordered vacuum-like cascade governed

by the standard DGLAP splitting functions occurs inside the medium up to tf(ω, θ) =

tmed(ω). During this process, the only effect of the medium is to set the con-

straint (2.3) on the formation time;

2. medium-induced emissions and broadening : every parton resulting from the in-

medium cascade travels through the medium, possible emitting (a cascade of) MIEs

and acquiring momentum broadening (see discussions below for details);

3. outside-medium vacuum-like cascade : each parton exiting the medium at the end of

the previous step initiates a new vacuum-like cascade outside the medium, down to

a non-perturbative cut-off scale. The first emission in this cascade can happen at an

arbitrary angle.

Before moving to new considerations specific to this paper, let us provide a few addi-

tional comments of use for our later discussions. First of all, the condition (2.3) can be refor-

mulated as a lower limit on the emission angle θ for a given energy, θ � θ0(ω) ≡
(
2q̂/ω3

)1
4 ,

or as a condition on the energy of the emission at fixed angle θ: ω > ω0(θ) ≡
(
2q̂/θ4

)1
3 .
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Physically, θ0(ω) is the formation angle of a MIE, i.e. the value of the emission angle at

the time of formation.

Furthermore, one can easily compute the in-medium parton multiplicity at a given en-

ergy and angle in the above double-logarithmic approximation. Each emission is enhanced

by a double logarithm and the corresponding contribution to the double differential gluon

distribution at a given point (ω, θ) in phase-space is, using a fixed-coupling approximation

d2N
(in-medium)
DLA

dωdθ2
=

ᾱs
ω θ2

∑
n≥0

ᾱns

[
1

n!
lnn

E

ω

] [
1

n!
lnn

θ2
max

θ2

]

=
ᾱs
ω θ2

I0

(
2

√
ᾱs ln

E

ω
ln
θ2

max

θ2

)
, (2.5)

where ᾱs = αsNc
π and θmax is the maximal angle allowed for the emissions. The term

with n = 0 in this series represents the direct emission of the gluon (ω, θ) by the leading

parton, while a term with n ≥ 1 describes a sequence of n intermediate emissions acting

as additional sources for the final gluon.

Finally, note that whereas it provides a reasonable (first) estimate for the gluon mul-

tiplicity at small ω � E, the above double-logarithmic approximation (DLA) proposed in

ref. [27] is not appropriate for observables which are sensitive to the energy loss, or for

quantitative studies of the multiplicity. This is due to two main reasons: the DLA for the

VLEs uses only the singular part of the splitting functions, i.e. P (z) ' 2CR/z, and the

energy of the parent parton is unmodified after the emission so the energy is not conserved

at the splitting vertices. In the next section we show that this can easily be fixed by

accounting for the full splitting function. Second, MIEs, which represent the main mecha-

nism for jet energy loss in the medium, were neglected at DLA. However, the factorisation

between VLEs and MIEs (described above) which was rigorously proven at DLA [27] is still

valid beyond, typically in the single logarithmic approximation in which one only enforces

a strong ordering of the successive emissions angles. One can therefore include MIEs and

broadening effects in the above picture, as described in the text below. This is the picture

that we adopt throughout this paper.

2.3 A single-logarithmic approximation with angular ordering

Now that we have recalled the basic picture for the development of parton showers in the

presence of a medium, we show that several subleading corrections, beyond DLA, can easily

be taken into account.

The validity of our factorisation between VLEs and MIEs relies on strong inequalities

between the formation times. Clearly, these inequalities do still hold if the strong ordering

refers only to the emission angles (θn � θn−1), but not also to the parton energies (as

is the case beyond the soft limit z � 1). There is nevertheless some loss of accuracy

w.r.t. a strict single logarithmic approximation associated with the uncertainties in the

boundaries of the vetoed region in phase-space. Notably the condition tf(ω, θ) = tmed(ω)

defining the upper boundary is unambiguous only at DLA. For a generic splitting fraction

z, the formation times also depend upon the energy xE of the parent parton and not
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just upon the energy ω = xzE of the soft daughter gluon. For a generic 1 → 2 splitting

where the “vacuum-like” formation time tf ≡ tf(x, z, θ) is given by eq. (2.1) with E → xE.

The corresponding “medium” formation time tmed(x, z) is different for different partonic

channels. For example, for a g → gg splitting, it reads (see e.g. [24–26])

tmed(x, z)
∣∣
g→gg =

√
2z(1− z)xE

q̂eff(z)

z�1
≈

√
2ω

q̂
, q̂eff(z) ≡ q̂

[
1− z(1− z)

]
, (2.6)

with ω = zxE. One could in principle use these more accurate estimates for tf and tmed

in eq. (2.3). One would then need to deal with the difficulty that the evolution phase-

space depends explicitly on xE, z and θ and not just on ω and θ. The corresponding

generalisation of eq. (2.3) would also be different for different partonic channels. Last but

not least, the distinction between VLEs and MIEs according to their formation times only

holds so long as the strong inequality tf � tmed is satisfied, meaning that the precise form of

the boundary could also be sensitive to subleading corrections. In practice, our strategy to

deal with this ambiguity (notably, in the Monte-Carlo simulations) is to stick to the simpler

form of the boundary in eq. (2.3), but study the sensitivity of our results to variations

in q̂, effectively mimicking the z-dependence of tmed(x, z) in eq. (2.6) when z ∼ O(1).

Similarly, the ambiguity in the definition of the other boundary of the “vetoed” region,

which corresponds to tf = L, can be numerically studied by considering variations in L.

2.4 Medium-induced radiation

We now turn to a discussion of the medium-induced radiation and the associated energy

loss. We start by observing that all the partons created via VLEs with emission angles

θ � θc act as quasi-independent sources for MIEs. Such partons have very short formation

times, tf(ω, θ)� L, so after formation they propagate through the medium over a distance

of the order of the medium size L. Since their coherence time tcoh(θ) (cf. eq. (2.4)) is much

smaller that L, they rapidly lose colour coherence during this propagation. Each parton

therefore acts as an independent source for medium-induced radiation3 with energies up to

ωc = q̂L2/2 (such that tmed(ωc) = L).

In practice, the emissions which control the energy loss by the jet, i.e. emissions at

large angles θ & R, are dominated by much softer gluons, with energies ω � ωc and short

formation times tmed(ω)� L [28, 29]. Since these soft emissions occur with a probability

of order one, one must include multiple branching to all orders. With this kinematics, this

multiple-branching problem can be treated as a classical Markovian process [23–26, 28, 37,

38]. This stems from the following two observations: (i) the time interval between two

MIEs of comparable energies is much larger than their respective formation time, meaning

hat successive MIEs do not overlap with each other, and (ii) interference effects can be

neglected since, in a medium-induced branching, the colour coherence between the daughter

partons is lost during formation. This last point also implies that successive MIEs do not

obey angular ordering. The evolution “time” of the Markovian process is the physical time

t at which the MIEs occur in the medium (with 0 < t < L).

3See ref. [36] for a detailed calculation of the effects of colour coherence on the energy loss of a qq̄ antenna

with opening angle θ > θc, including the transition from coherent to incoherent energy loss.
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The differential probability for one emission is given by the BDMPS-Z spectrum for

medium-induced radiation [16–20] (see also [39–43] for related developments). For defi-

niteness, consider the g → gg splitting of a gluon of energy xE (see e.g. [44] for the other

partonic channels). The differential splitting rate integrated over the emission angles (or,

equivalently, over the transverse momentum k⊥) and for relatively soft gluon emissions

with energies ω � ωc reads

d2Γmed

dzdt
=
αsPg→gg(z)

2π

√
q̂eff(z)

z(1− z)xE
=
αsPg→gg(z)√

2π

1

tmed(x, z)
(2.7)

where it is understood that z(1 − z)xE � ωc. The second rewriting above uses eq. (2.6)

and makes it clear that the splitting rate is proportional to the inverse formation time.

It is interesting to consider the emission probability (integrated over a time/distance

L), i.e. the BDMPS-Z spectrum for a single soft emission, in the limit of a soft splitting,4

z � 1. We find5

ω
dPmed

dω
= ᾱs

√
2ωc
ω

Θ(ωc − ω), (2.8)

where we have used Pg→gg(z) ' 2Nc/z, ᾱs = αsNc/π, ω = zxE, and ωc = q̂L2/2.

So long as its r.h.s. is strictly smaller than one, eq. (2.8) expresses the probability to

emit a gluon with energy ω by an energetic gluon propagating through the medium along

a distance L. For ω ∼ ωc, this probability is of O(ᾱs), showing that hard MIEs are rare.

On the contrary, the emission probability becomes of O(1) when ω ∼ ωbr ≡ ᾱ2
sωc at which

point multiple branchings become important and the single-emission spectrum (2.8) is no

longer appropriate.

For gluons with ω . ωbr, we can use (2.7) to estimate the typical time interval between

successive branchings. It is given by the condition

ω
d2Γmed

dωdt
tbr(ω) ∼ 1 =⇒ tbr(ω) ' 1

ᾱs
tmed(ω) . (2.9)

The fact that this is parametrically larger than the formation time tmed(ω) justifies the

picture of independent emissions. Note that tbr(ω) < L when ω < ωbr.

The hard but rare emissions with ω ∼ ωc control the average energy lost by the leading

parton, as can be seen by integrating eq. (2.8) over ω: the integral is dominated by its

upper limit ωc and yields, parametrically, εLP ∼ ᾱsωc. However, a hard emission with

ω ∼ ωc makes a small angle θ ∼ θc � R w.r.t. the jet axis and hence remains inside the

jet. To estimate the energy lost by the jet, one must instead consider the emissions which

are soft enough to be deviated outside the jet via elastic collisions. For this, we need a

more quantitative understanding of the transverse momentum broadening.

4Here, the concepts of “soft splitting” (z � 1) and “soft emitted gluons” (ω � ωc) are not equivalent.

For example a soft parent gluon (with xE � ωc) splits in soft daughter gluons for any value of z, including

the symmetric (or “democratic”) case z ∼ 1/2.
5This is strictly valid when ω � ωc. For larger energies ω � ωc, the BDMPS-Z spectrum decreases as

(ωc/ω)2. Eq. (2.8) can be used up to ω ∼ ωc for parametric estimates.
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2.5 Transverse momentum broadening

We first consider a MIE with ωbr � ω � ωc, i.e. soft but not too soft, emitted at a

time t. In this case, multiple emissions can be neglected and after being emitted, the

gluon propagates through the medium over a distance L − t. Via elastic collisions, this

gluon accumulates a transverse momentum k2
f ' q̂tf during its formation and an additional

∆k2
⊥ = q̂(L − t) after formation. Given that tf � L and L − t ∼ L, we have k2

f � ∆k2
⊥.

We can therefore neglect the momentum broadening during formation and assume that the

MIE is produced collinearly with its source. Accordingly, the final transverse momentum

distribution of this gluon can be approximated by

dPbroad

d2k⊥
=

1

πq̂(L− t)
exp

{
−

k2
⊥

q̂(L− t)

}
. (2.10)

The maximal average transverse momentum that can be acquired in this way is Q2
s ≡ q̂L

(realised for t = 0). Using k⊥ ' ωθ and averaging over the azimuthal angle one can

rewrite (2.10) as

dPbroad

dθ
' 2ω2θ

q̂(L− t)
exp

{
− ω2θ2

q̂(L− t)

}
. (2.11)

This strictly applies to soft emitted gluons (ω � ωc) and small angles (θ � 1), but it

is formally normalised by integrating over all values 0 < θ < ∞. The above equations

describe the Gaussian broadening via multiple soft scattering, but neglect the possibility

to acquire large transverse momentum k2
⊥ � q̂(L− t) via a single hard scattering.

We now move to even softer MIEs with energies ω . ωbr which have a finite lifetime

tbr(ω) < L (and much shorter formation times tf � tbr, cf. eq. (2.9)). The momen-

tum/angular broadening is therefore obtained by replacing L − t → tbr(ω) in eqs. (2.10)–

(2.11) yielding a typical deviation angle

θ(ω) '
√
q̂tbr(ω)

ω
=

1√
ᾱs

(
2q̂

ω3

)1/4

& θ(ωbr) '
θc
ᾱ2
s

, (2.12)

This angle is large and typically larger than the jet opening angle R. Furthermore, gluons

with energies ω . ωbr have a probability of O(1) to undergo a democratic branching. They

therefore split over and over again in many soft quanta at large angles until they thermalise

in the plasma via elastic collisions [45]. This implies in particular that the whole energy

carried by primary emissions with ω . ωbr is eventually lost by the jet. (See also the

next subsection.)

2.6 Energy loss by the jet: medium-induced emissions only

So far, we have argued that the energy lost by the jet via medium-induced radiation at

large angles (θ > R) is controlled by multiple branchings (resummed to all orders) and the

associated characteristic scale is ωbr = ᾱ2
s q̂L

2/2. To facilitate the physical interpretation

of our subsequent Monte-Carlo results it is useful to first recall a few more specific analytic

results related to energy loss [28, 29, 46–49].
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These previous studies only addressed the case of jets generated via medium-induced

emissions alone,6 and with a simplified version of the BDMPS-Z kernel where only the

poles at z = 0 and z = 1 in the splitting rate from eq. (2.7) were kept. This is indeed

sufficient to capture the most salient features of the full dynamics while allowing for a good

degree of physical insight.

First, it has been shown [28] that for a leading parton of energy E < ωc, the energy

lost by a jet via multiple soft branchings at large angles is given by (with υ0 = 2π)

εflow(E) = E
(
1− e−υ0

ωbr
E
)
. (2.13)

This contribution is independent of the jet radius R.

To this “turbulent” component of the jet energy loss, one must add the (average) energy

taken away by semi-hard gluons whose energies are larger than ωbr, yet small enough for

the associated propagation angles θ ∼ Qs/ω to be larger than R. The (average) semi-hard

contribution to the energy loss is therefore obtained by integrating the emission spectrum

over ω up to ω̄ ≡ c∗Qs/R, with c∗ a number smaller than one:7

εspec(E,R) '
∫ ω̄

0
dω ᾱs

√
2ωc
ω

e−υ0
ωbr
E = 2ᾱsωc

√
2c∗θc
R

e−υ0
ωbr
E , (2.14)

where we have also used Qs = θcωc. Note that the above expression uses the BDMPS-

Z spectrum dressed by multiple branchings computed under the same assumptions

as eq. (2.13) yielding an extra exponential factor [28]. The R-dependence here is easy

to understand: with increasing R, more and more semi-hard emissions are captured inside

the jet so the energy loss is decreasing. Not that when R becomes as small as θc, all the

MIEs are leaving the jet and the average energy loss by the jet coincides with that of the

leading parton. In practice, one usually has R� θc and therefore εspec � εLP.

The total energy lost by the jet under the present assumptions is εMIE = εflow + εspec,

where the subscript “MIE” indicates that for the time being only MIEs are included.

Eqs. (2.13)–(2.14) exhibit some general features which go beyond the approximations re-

quired for their derivation (see [28, 29]):

• For jets with energies E � υωbr, the jet energy loss via MIEs becomes independent

of E:

εMIE(R) ' υωbr + 2ᾱsωc

√
2c∗θc
R

when E � υωbr . (2.15)

The parameter υ, equal to υ0 = 2π for the simplified branching kernel considered

in [28], is smaller for the full splitting rate: for jets with E < ωc, one finds υ '
4.96 [28, 50], whereas in the high-energy limit E � ωc, ref. [29] reported υ ' 3.8 for

ᾱs = 0.25.

• Jets with E . υωbr lose their whole energy via democratic branchings: εMIE '
εflow ' E.

6Formally, the leading parton was assumed to be on its mass shell when produced in the plasma.
7We will see later, cf. eq. (5.15), that an average value for it is c∗ =

√
π/3.
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• For a large jet radius R & θc/ᾱ
2
s, the flow component dominates over the spectrum

component, εflow � εspec, for any energy E, and the energy loss εMIE ' εflow becomes

independent of R.

2.7 Energy loss by the jet: full parton shower

We can now consider the generalisation of the above results to the full parton showers,

including both VLEs and MIEs. In our sequential picture, in which the two kind of emis-

sions are factorised in time, each VLE occurring inside the medium acts as an independent

source of MIEs and hence the energy loss by the full jet can be computed by convoluting

the distribution of partonic sources created by the VLEs in the medium with the energy

loss via MIEs by any of these sources. Assuming that all the in-medium VLEs are collinear

with the jet axis (which is the case in the collinear picture described in section 2.2), the

energy lost by the full jet is computed as

Ejet(E,R) '
∫ E

ω0(R)
dω

dNVLE

dω
εMIE(ω,R) ,

' εMIE(E,R) + 2ᾱs

∫ R

θc

dθ

θ

∫ E

ω0(θ)

dω

ω
I0

(
2

√
ᾱs ln

E

ω
ln
R2

θ2

)
εMIE(ω,R) ,

(2.16)

where dNVLE/dω is the energy distribution of the partons created via VLEs inside the

medium (cf. figure 1). The second line follows after using the DLA result for the gluon

multiplicity, eq. (2.5). This is of course a rough approximation which overestimates the

number of sources, but it remains useful to get a physical insight. Similarly, for qual-

itative purposes, one can use the simple estimate for εMIE(ω,R) given by the sum of

eqs. (2.13)–(2.14).

3 Parton shower in the medium: Monte-Carlo implementation

The factorised picture for parton showers in the medium developed in the last section (see

in particular section 2.2), is well-suited for an implementation as a Monte Carlo generator.

In this section we describe the main lines of this implementation and its limitations. We

also provide the details for the simulations done throughout this paper.

Generic kinematic. We will represent the massless 4-vectors corresponding to emissions

using their transverse momentum pT i, their rapidity yi and their azimuth φi. Since our

physical picture is valid in the collinear limit, we will often neglect differences between

physical emission angles θ and distances ∆R =
√

∆y2 + ∆φ2 in the rapidity-azimuth

plane. All showers are considered to be initiated by a single parton of given transverse

momentum pT0, rapidity y0 and azimuth φ0, and of a given flavour (quark or gluon).

Vacuum shower. Still working in the collinear limit we will generate our partonic cas-

cades using an angular-ordered approach, starting from an initial opening angle θmax. The

initial parton can thus be seen as having θ = θmax and a relative transverse momentum
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k⊥ = pT0θmax. To regulate the soft divergence of the splitting functions, we introduce a

minimal (relative) transverse momentum cut-off k⊥,min. This corresponds to the transition

towards the non-perturbative physics of hadronisation (see figure 1). Note that for a par-

ticle of transverse momentum pT , the condition k⊥ > k⊥,min imposes a minimal angle for

the next emission: θ > θmin = k⊥,min/pT .

The shower is generated using the Sudakov veto algorithm. More precisely, if the

previous emission happened at an angle θ0 and with relative transverse momentum k⊥0 (i.e.

with transverse momentum8 pT0 = k⊥0/θ0), the next emission is generated with coordinates

θ, k⊥ (and hence with pT = k⊥/θ), using the following procedure. We first generate the

angle θ according to the Sudakov factor

∆i(θ|θ0, k⊥0) = exp

[
−
∫ θ0

θ

dθ′

θ′

∫ k⊥0

k⊥,min

dk′⊥
k′⊥

2αs(k
′
⊥)Ci
π

]
(3.1)

= exp

[
− Ci
πβ0

log

(
1− 2αsβ0 log(k⊥0/MZ)

1− 2αsβ0 log(k⊥,min/MZ)

)
log

(
θ0

θ

)]
, (3.2)

where i = (g, q) is a flavour index, Cg ≡ CA, Cq ≡ CF , and we use 5 flavours of mass-

less quarks. To obtain the second line, we used a 1-loop running coupling αs(k⊥) =
αs

1−2αsβ0 log(k⊥/MZ) with αs ≡ αs(MZ) the running coupling at the Z mass, fixed to 0.1265,

and β0 = (11CA − 2nf )/(12π) the 1-loop QCD β function (with nf = 5). The k⊥ of the

emission is then generated between k⊥,min and k⊥0 following the distribution dk⊥
k⊥

αs(k⊥).

This procedure neglects finite effects in the splitting function and momentum conservation

as the splitting fraction z′ ≡ p′T
pT0

=
k′⊥
k⊥0

θ0
θ′ associated with the emission of the gluon θ′ and

k′⊥ in (3.1) can take values larger than one. This is simply taken into account by vetoing

emissions with z > 1 and accepting those with z ≤ 1 with a probability z
2Ci

Pi(z) with Pi(z)

the targeted splitting function.9 If any of these vetoes fails, we set θ → θ0 and k⊥ → k⊥0

and reiterate the procedure. After a successful parton branching, both daughter partons

are further showered. The procedure stops when the generated angle θ is smaller than the

minimal angle θmin.

To fully specify the procedure we still need to specify how to reconstruct the daughter

partons from the parent. For this, we use z ≡ pT
pT0

= k⊥
k⊥0

θ0
θ and also generate an azimuthal

angle ϕ around the parent parton, randomly chosen between 0 and 2π. We then write

parent: (pT0, y0, φ0) −→

{
daughter 1:

(
z pT0, y0 + (1− z)θ cos(ϕ), φ0 + (1− z)θ sin(ϕ)

)
daughter 2:

(
(1− z)pT0, y0 − z θ cos(ϕ), φ0 − z θ sin(ϕ)

) .

(3.3)

Medium shower: MIEs. The cascade of MIEs is better described using an ordering

in emission time. For simplicity, we assume a uniform medium of fixed length L and

adopt a fixed-coupling approximation for the interactions between the hard partons and

the medium, with no feedback.

8For the purposes of the subsequent discussion, pT0 denotes the transverse momentum of a generic

parent parton, which is not necessarily the leading parton.
9A similar trick allows us to select between the g → gg and g → qq̄ channels for gluon splitting.
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The rate for the emission of a MIE per unit time is given by the kernel10 (see e.g. [25])

K(z|pT ) ≡ αs
2π

√
q̂[1− z(1− z)]

z(1− z)pT
Pgg(z)

z�1
≈ αsCA

π

√
q̂

pT

1

[z(1− z)]3/2
, (3.4)

where pT is the transverse momentum of the parton that splits and z the splitting fraction.

Throughout this paper, the QCD coupling occurring in eq. (3.4) will be assumed to be

fixed and treated as a free parameter, to be often denoted as αs,med for more clarity. This

Markovian process can be simulated from t = 0 to t = L using a Sudakov veto algorithm

as for the vacuum-like shower. From a time t0, we first generate the next splitting time t

according to a Sudakov factor which integrates (3.4) over time between t0 and t and over

z between some cut-off zmin and 1 − zmin. We then generate z according to (3.4). Both

steps are done using the simplified kernel in the limit z � 1 and a veto with probability
z

2CA
Pgg(z) is applied to get the full splitting rate. In practice, we have set zmin = 10−5 and

checked that this choice has no influence on our final results.

In the cascade described above, all the splittings are considered to be exactly collinear.

The angular pattern is generated afterwards via transverse momentum broadening, cf.

section 2.5. For this, we go over the whole cascade and, for each parton, we generate

an opening angle θ and azimuthal angle ϕ according to the two-dimensional Gaussian

distribution eq. (2.11) where L − t is replaced by the lifetime ∆t of the parton in the

cascade. Once we have the transverse momenta and angles of each parton in the cascade,

we use (3.3) to reconstruct the kinematics. Partons which acquire an angle larger than

θmax via broadening are discarded together with their descendants.

Medium shower: global picture. The in-medium shower is generated in three stages,

according to the factorisation discussed in section 2.2. The first step is to generate in-

medium VLEs. This is done exactly as for the full vacuum shower except that each emission

is further tested for the in-medium conditions k3
⊥θ > 2q̂ and θ > θc. If any of these two

conditions fails, the emission is vetoed. The second step is to generate MIEs for each of

the partons obtained at the end of the first step, following the procedure described above.

The third step is to generate the VLEs outside the medium. For this, each parton at the

end of the MIE cascade is taken and showered outside the medium. This uses again the

vacuum shower, starting from an angle θmax since decoherence washes out angular ordering

for the first emission outside the medium. Each emission which satisfies either k⊥θ < 2/L

or θ < θc is kept, the others are vetoed.

Final-state reconstruction. The full parton shower can be converted to 4-vectors

suited for any analysis. Final-state (undecayed) partons are taken massless with a kinemat-

ics taken straightforwardly from eq. (3.3). If needed, the 4-vectors of the other partons in

the shower are obtained by adding the 4-momenta of their daughter partons. This requires

traversing the full shower backwards.

10All the expressions here are given for a pure-gluon cascade. In practice, our implementation includes

all the flavour channels using the expressions from ref. [44].
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parameters physics constants

Description q̂ [GeV2/fm] L [fm] αs,med θc ωc [GeV] ωbr [GeV]

default 1.5 4 0.24 0.0408 60 3.456

1.5 3 0.35 0.0629 33.75 4.134

similar RAA 2 3 0.29 0.0544 45 3.784

2 4 0.2 0.0354 80 3.200

vary θc
0.667 6 0.24 0.0333 60 3.456

3.375 2.667 0.24 0.05 60 3.456

vary ωc

0.444 6 0.294 0.0408 40 3.456

5.063 2.667 0.196 0.0408 90 3.456

vary ωbr

1.5 4 0.196 0.0408 60 2.304

1.5 4 0.294 0.0408 60 5.184

Table 1. Table of medium parameters used in this paper. The default set of parameters is given

in the first line. The next 3 lines are parameters which give a similar prediction for RAA. The

last 6 lines are up and down variations of θ2c , ωc and ωbr by 50%, keeping the other two physics

constants fixed.

Whenever an observable requires to cluster the particles into jets and manipulate them,

we use the FastJet program (v3.3.2) [51] and the tools in fjcontrib. In particular, the

initial jet clustering is always done using the anti-k⊥ algorithm [52] with R = 0.4 unless

explicitly mentioned otherwise.

Limitations. The Monte Carlo generator that is described above is of course very sim-

plistic and has a series of limitations. We list them here for the sake of completeness.

First of all, we only generate a partonic cascade, neglecting non-perturbative effects like

hadronisation. Even if one can hope that these effects are limited — especially at large

pT —, our description remains incomplete and, for example, track-based observables are

not easily described in our current framework. Additionally, our partonic cascade only

includes final-state radiation. Including initial-state radiation goes beyond our collinear

picture and is left for future work. This would be needed, for example, to describe the

transverse momentum pattern of jets recoiling against a high-energy photon.

Our description of the medium is also simplified: several effects like medium expansion,

density non-uniformities and fluctuations, and the medium geometry are neglected. For the

observables discussed in this paper, this can to a large extend be hidden into an adjustment

of the few parameters we have left, but we would have to include all these effects to claim

a full in-medium generator.

Choices of parameters. The implementation of in-medium partonic cascades described

above has 5 free parameters: two unphysical ones, θmax and k⊥,min, essentially regulating

the soft and collinear divergences, and three physical parameters, q̂, L and αs,med, describ-

ing the medium. In our phenomenological studies, we will make sure that our results are
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Figure 2. Plot of the primary Lund plane density ρ for the two main showers in our Monte Carlo:

the vacuum shower (left) and the medium-induced shower (right). In both cases, the shower is

initiated by a 500 GeV gluon.

not affected by variations of the unphysical parameters and we will study their sensitivity

to variations of the medium parameters.

The different sets of parameters we have used are listed in table 1. The first line is our

default setup. It has been chosen to give a reasonable description of the RAA ratio measured

by the ATLAS collaboration (see section 4.2 below). The next 3 sets are variants which

give a similarly good description of RAA and can thus be used to test if other observables

bring an additional sensitivity to the medium parameters compared to RAA. The last 6

lines are variations that will be used to probe which physical scales, amongst θc, ωc and

ωbr, influence a given observable.

Illustration of the behaviour. To illustrate the properties of our in-medium parton

shower, we consider the primary Lund plane density ρ(θ, k⊥). In a nutshell, this uses an

iterative declustering procedure, following the hardest branch at each step, to measure the

density of emissions at an angle θ and with relative transverse momentum k⊥ from the

hard subjet (see ref. [53]). It can be viewed as a representation of the emissions from the

leading parton in a jet.

Figure 2 shows the primary Lund plane for the two main showers introduced above: the

(genuine) vacuum-shower (left) — our reference for the calibration of the nuclear effects —

and the medium-induced shower (right). The vacuum shower shows the expected pattern

of a density which is mostly constant at a fixed k⊥, increases due to the running of the

strong coupling with decreasing k⊥, and vanishes when approaching the kinematic limit

z → 1. The right plot of figure 2 highlights that MIEs have a typical transverse momentum

k⊥ . Qs (cf. (2.10)) and a density which increases at small z.

Figure 3 then shows the effect of our factorised picture for the parton shower in a dense

plasma. In the left plot, we have neglected MIEs and only included the VLEs both inside
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Figure 3. Effect of the medium on the primary Lund plane density ρ. The left plot show the ratio

of the density obtained with VLEs, taking into account the kinematic constraints from the medium,

to the vacuum reference. The right plot is the ratio of the full shower over the vacuum density.

and outside the medium. The plot shows the ratio of the resulting density to the vacuum

density. The vetoed region is clearly visible on the plot. The small density reduction in the

in-medium region and the small increase in the outside region, especially at large angles,

can both be attributed to the fact that the first emission outside the medium can violate

angular ordering and be emitted at any angle.

Finally, the right plot of figure 3 shows the ratio of the density ρmed for the full shower

to the corresponding vacuum density. In this case, one clearly see a region of enhanced

emissions corresponding to MIEs, as well as a decrease at large pT due to energy loss.

4 Energy loss by the jet and the nuclear modification factor

Here we present our Monte Carlo results for the jet nuclear modification factor RAA. We

first discuss the case of a monochromatic leading parton, for which we compute the jet

energy loss, and then turn to RAA itself, using a Born-level jet spectrum for the hard

process producing the leading parton.

4.1 The average energy loss by the jet

To study the jet energy loss we start with a single hard parton of transverse momentum pT0

and shower it with the Monte Carlo including either MIEs only, or both VLEs and MIEs.

The jet energy loss is defined as the difference between the energy of the initial parton and

the energy of the reconstructed jet. To avoid artificial effects related to emissions with an

angle θ between the jet radius R and the maximal opening angle θmax of the Monte Carlo,

we have set θmax = R. Furthermore, for the case where both VLEs and MIEs are included,
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Figure 4. The MC results for the average energy loss by a gluon-initiate jet (left), respectively, a

quark-initiated one (right), is displayed as a function of the initial energy pT0 of the leading parton,

for two scenarios for the jet evolution: jets with MIEs only (triangles) and full showers with both

MIEs and VLEs (circles). The dashed line shows the quadratic fit to the energy loss by the full

parton shower.

we have subtracted the pure-vacuum contribution (which comes from clustering and other

edge effects and is anyway small for θmax = R).

Our results for the energy loss are shown in figure 4 as a function of E ≡ pT0 and in

figure 5 as a function of R, for both gluon- and quark-initiated jets. For these plots we have

used the default values for the medium parameters (see the first line of table 1). Overall, we

see a good qualitative agreement with the features expected from the theoretical discussion

in sections 2.6 and 2.7.

For the jets involving MIEs only, we see that the energy loss first increases with pT0

and then saturates, as predicted by eqs. (2.13)–(2.14). Also, as a function of R for fixed

pT0 = 200 GeV, it decreases according to the expected 1/
√
R behaviour, cf. eq. (2.14).

The agreement is even quantitatively decent. Indeed, with the physical parameters given

in table 1, the fitted R-dependence for gluon-initiated jets, εMIE(R) ' ε0 + ε1/
√
R, with

ε0 = 10.2 GeV and ε1 = 4.0 GeV, corresponds to the prediction in eq. (2.15) provided one

chooses υ ' 2.95 and c∗ ' 0.38, which are both reasonable.

Consider now the full parton showers, with both VLEs and MIEs. Although we do not

have accurate-enough analytic results to compare with (only the DLA estimate eq. (2.16)),

the curves “MI+VLEs” in figures 4 and 5 show the expected trend: the energy loss increases

with both pT0 and R, due to the rise in the phase-space for VLEs. For later use, we have

fitted the dependence on pT0 with a quadratic polynomial in ln(pT0/ωc) and the resulting

coefficients are shown on figure 4.

It is also striking from figures 4 and 5, that the average energy loss obeys a surprisingly

good scaling with the Casimir colour factor of the leading parton: the energy loss by the

quark jet is to a good approximation equal to CF /CA = 4/9 times the energy loss by
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Figure 5. The MC results for the average energy loss by the jet are displayed as a function of

the jet angular opening R, for the same choices as in figure 4. We also show in dashed line a fit

(inspired by the theoretical estimate in eq. (2.14)) for the jet built with MIEs alone.

the gluon jet. Such a scaling, natural in the case of a single-gluon emission, is very non-

trivial in the presence of multiple branchings. Let us first give an argument explaining

this scaling for the case of MIEs alone. The main observation (see [28, 29, 44] for more

details and for numerical results) is that the small-x gluon distribution within a jet initiated

by a parton of colour representation R develops a scaling behaviour with 1/x, known as

a Kolmogorov-Zakharov (or “turbulent”) fixed point. For large-enough initial jet energy

E ≡ pT0 this scaling spectrum is identical to the BDMPS-Z spectrum created by a single

emission and reads

x
dGR
dx

' αsCR
π

√
q̂L2

xE
for x� 1 and E � ω

(R)
br ≡

α2
s

π2
CACR

q̂L2

2
, (4.1)

where q̂ is the gluonic jet quenching parameter, proportional to CA, since eq. (4.1) refers

to the emission of soft gluons. This spectrum is directly proportional to the Casimir CR
of the leading parton as expected. Note that the scale ω

(R)
br which appears in the validity

condition of eq. (4.1) involves the product CACR of two Casimir factors, one for each

power of αs. One actually gets a factor αsCR/π associated with the emission from the

leading parton, whereas the other coupling αsCA/π refers to the turbulent energy flux of

the emitted gluons and carried away at large angles.

From (4.1) it is easy to show the energy loss eq. (2.15) of a jet initiated by a parton in

an arbitrary colour representation R scales linearly with CR: the first term in eq. (2.15) is

proportional to CR as it is proportional to ω
(R)
br and the second term is also proportional

to CR in the general case, as shown in eq. (4.1). All the other factors only refer to gluons

and are independent of R. This justifies the Casimir scaling visible in figures 4 and 5 for

the cascades with MIEs only.

For the full cascades including VLEs, the linear dependence on CR can be argued

based on eq. (2.16), assuming pT0 � ωbr. The first term in the r.h.s. of eq. (2.16) is the
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energy lost by the leading parton and is by itself proportional to CR, as just argued. The

second term in eq. (2.16), which refers to the additional “sources” created via VLEs, one

can assume that most of these “sources” are gluons, so they all lose energy (via MIEs) in

the same way; the only reference to the colour Casimir of the leading parton is thus in the

overall number of sources, which is indeed proportional to αsCR/π (for a gluon-initiated

jet, this is the factor ᾱs in front of the integral in eq. (2.16)).11

4.2 The nuclear modification factor RAA

We now consider the physically more interesting jet nuclear modification factor RAA, which

is directly measured in the experiments. In order to compute this quantity, we have con-

sidered a sample of Born-level 2 → 2 partonic hard scatterings.12 For each event, both

final partons are showered using our Monte Carlo. Jets are reconstructed using the anti-k⊥
algorithm [52] as implemented in FastJet v3.3.2 [51]. All the cuts are applied following the

ATLAS measurement from ref. [30].

Figures 6–7 show our predictions together with the LHC (ATLAS) data [30] as a

function of the transverse momentum pT,jet of the jet (that we shall simply denote as pT
in this section). As discussed in section 3, our calculation involves 5 free parameters: the

3 “physical” parameters q̂, L and αs,med which characterise the medium properties and 2

“unphysical” parameters θmax and k⊥,min which specify the boundaries of the phase-space

for the perturbative parton shower. Our aim is to study the dependence of our results

under changes of these parameters.

The first observation, visible in figure 6 (left) is that the RAA ratio appears to be very

little sensitive to variations of the “unphysical” parameters θmax and k⊥,min. Although our

results for the inclusive jet spectrum do depend on these parameters,13 the impact on RAA

remains well within the experimental error bars when changing θmax by a factor 2 and

k⊥,min by a factor larger than 3.

In figure 6 right and in the two plots of figure 7 we fix the “unphysical” parameters

and vary the medium ones. The variations are done, following table 1, so as to keep two

of the three physical scales ωbr, ωc and θc fixed while varying the third. It is obvious from

the figures that RAA is most sensitive to variations of ωbr (figure 6, right) and shows only

a small dependence on ωc and θc. This is in perfect agreement with the expectations from

section 2.6 that the jet energy loss is mostly driven by the scale ωbr. Furthermore, the

small variations of RAA with changes in ωc and θc can be attributed to the slight change

in the phase-space for VLEs leading to a corresponding change in the number of sources

for energy loss (see section 2.7 and, in particular, eq. (2.16)).

One remarkable fact about the LHC measurements is the fact that RAA increases very

slowly with the jet pT . This implies that the jet energy loss Ejet must itself increase with pT

11The factor ᾱ in the I0 is associated to the further fragmentation of the gluons emitted from the main

parton and therefore remains αsCA/π independently of the leading parton.
12We have used the same hard-scattering spectrum for both the pp baseline and the PbPb sample. This

means that we neglect the effects of nuclear PDF, which can sometimes be as large as 15-20% and can be

added in a more phenomenologically-oriented study.
13In particular on θmax as the parton shower would generate collinear logarithms of θmax/R to all orders.
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the kinematic cuts θmax and k⊥,min. Right: the effect of varying ωbr (by ±50%) at fixed values for

ωc and θc.
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Figure 7. The effects of varying the medium parameters q̂, L and αs,med in such a way to keep a

constant value for ωbr (the same as the central value in the right plot in figure 6, i.e. ωbr = 3.46 GeV).

Left: we vary ωc by ±50% at fixed θc. Right: we vary θ2c by ±50% at fixed ωc.

to avoid a fast approach of RAA towards unity. In our picture, such an increase is indeed

present, as manifest in figure 4, and is associated with the steady rise of the phase-space

for VLEs leading to an increase in the number of sources for MIEs (cf. eq. (2.16)).

5 zg distribution for monochromatic jets

We now turn to a discussion of the zg-distribution in the medium. Our purpose is not only

to present Monte Carlo simulations, but also to identify the main mechanisms responsible

for the various features seen in the simulations. We follow the same strategy as in the
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previous section, namely we start with “monochromatic” jets initiated by a parton of fixed

flavour and pT0, a case which is easier to discuss analytically, before we turn (in section 6)

to the full zg distribution including the hard process, for which it makes sense to compare

our results with the LHC data.

5.1 General definitions and zg in the vacuum

For completeness, we first recall the definition of the soft drop (SD) procedure [6]. For

a given jet of radius R, SD first reclusters the constituents of the jet using the Cam-

bridge/Aachen (C/A) algorithm [13, 14]. The ensuing jet is then iteratively declustered,

i.e. the last step of the pairwise clustering is undone, yielding two subjets of transverse mo-

menta pT1 and pT2 separated by a distance ∆R12 =
√

∆y2
12 + ∆φ2

12 in rapidity-azimuth.

This procedure stops when the SD condition is met, that is when

z12 ≡
min(pT1, pT2)

pT1 + pT2
> zcut

(
∆R12

R

)β
, (5.1)

where zcut and β are the SD parameters. If the condition is not satisfied, the subjet with

the smaller pT is discarded and the declustering procedure continues with the harder. For

β = 0, which is what we adopt from now on, the SD procedure coincides with the modified

MassDrop Tagger [54].

With the above procedure, θg and zg are defined respectively as ∆R12 and z12 for the

declustering which satisfied the SD condition. When the declustering procedure reaches

a single parton, we set θg and zg to zero. Furthermore, one can impose a lower cutoff

θg > θcut. This is commonly used for PbPb collisions at the LHC and is thus our default as

well. We then study the differential zg distribution for a jet initiated by a parton of flavour

i (quark or gluon). We can consider two possible normalisation for the zg distribution: the

“self-normalised” distribution, pi(zg), and the “Njets-normalised” distribution, fi(zg). The

former defined such that ∫ 1/2

zcut

dzg pi(zg) = 1. (5.2)

which is equivalent to normalising the zg distribution to the number of jets which pass

the SD condition and the optional cut on θg. The latter is instead normalised to the total

number of jets, i.e. the normalisation includes jets which fail either the SD condition or

cut on the θg.

We first recall the basic result for the zg-distribution in the vacuum [5]. The double

differential probability for bremsstrahlung starting with a parton of type i ∈ {q, g} reads

d2Pi,vac(z, θ) =
2Ciαs(zpT θg)

π
P̄i(z) dz

dθ

θ
≡ Pi,vac(z, θ) dθdz, (5.3)

where P̄i(z) is the symmetrised splitting function of a parton of type i. The argument of

the coupling is the relative transverse momentum of the emission w.r.t. the parent parton.

We can also introduce the “Sudakov factor” ∆i(R, θg), which is the probability to have no

emission at any angle between θg and R and with any splitting fraction z ≥ zcut:

∆i(R, θg) = exp

(
−
∫ R

θg

dθ

∫ 1/2

zcut

dz Pi, vac(z, θ)

)
. (5.4)
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The zg-distribution is obtained by considering the probability for both zg and θg,

marginalised over θg. The former is simply expressed as the probability to have no branch-

ing between θg and R times the probability of a branching with θ = θg and z = zg, so that

pi,vac(zg) =
Θ(zg − zcut)

1−∆i(R, θcut)

∫ R

θcut

dθg Pi,vac(zg, θg)∆i(R, θg), (5.5)

where we have included an optional cut θg > θcut. The overall factor (1 −∆i)
−1 enforces

the normalisation condition (5.2). It would be equal to one in the absence of the minimal

angle θcut. This also means that fi(zg) coincides with pi(zg) in the limit θcut → 0.

In this context, it is worth pointing out that, in the limit θcut → 0, zg is a peculiar

observable from the point of view of perturbative QCD. Indeed, while eq. (5.5) is overall

finite, its expansion at any finite order of perturbation theory is collinearly divergent,

due to the fact that Pi,vac(zg, θg) diverges when θg → 0. It is only after an all-order

resummation that the exponential form of the Sudakov regulates the divergence. In other

words, although zg is collinear unsafe, it is Sudakov safe [5].

To discuss the physics underlying the zg distribution, it is sometimes helpful to consider

the fixed-coupling approximation. One can then easily perform the angular integration

in eq. (5.5) and get

pi,vac(zg) =
P̄i(zg)∫ 1/2

zcut
P̄i(z)dz

Θ(zg − zcut). (5.6)

This makes it clear that the zg-distribution provides a direct measurement of the split-

ting function.

5.2 In-medium zg distribution: Monte Carlo results

We now present our Monte Carlo results for the zg-distribution created by “monochro-

matic” jets which propagates through the quark-gluon plasma. We focus on the Njets-

normalised distribution fi,med(zg), which carries more information. We define the corre-

sponding nuclear modification factor, Ri(zg) ≡ fi,med(zg)/fi,vac(zg). Similarly we define

R(norm)
i (zg) ≡ pi,med(zg)/pi,vac(zg) as the nuclear modification factor of the self-normalised

zg distributions. We study four different values for the initial pT0 spanning a wide range in

pT0, from 100 GeV to 1 TeV. We use the same SD parameters as in the CMS analysis [7],

namely β = 0 and zcut = 0.1, together with a cut θg > θcut = 0.1. In this section we

mostly highlight the main features of our Monte Carlo simulations and provide a brief

physical interpretation. More detailed analytic calculations are postponed to sections 5.3

for high-energy jets and 5.4 for lower-energy jets.

Our results are shown in figure 8, separately for jets initiated by a gluon (left plot) and

by a quark (right plot), using our default MC parameters (cf. table 1). As for our study

of energy loss for monochromatic jets in section 4, we set the angular cutoff scale of our

Monte Carlo to θmax = R with R = 0.4 the jet radius. Each of the plots in figure 8 show

qualitatively different behaviours between our lowest pT0 (100 GeV) value and the largest

one (1 TeV). More precisely, for the highest energy jets, pT0 = 1 TeV, the ratio R(zg) is

always smaller than one, indicating a nuclear suppression, and it increases monotonously
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Figure 8. A summary of our MC results for the medium/vacuum ratio Ri(zg) of the Njets-

normalised distributions, for monochromatic jets initiated either by a gluon (left figure), or by a

quark (right figure), and for 4 different values for the initial transverse momentum pT0.

with zg, meaning that the nuclear suppression is larger at small zg. Conversely, for lower

pT0, while the nuclear suppression becomes stronger at large zg, a peak develops at small

zg where R(zg) can even become larger than one, indicating a nuclear enhancement.

Let us first discuss the behaviour at large pT0, focusing on pT0 = 1 TeV. In this case, the

softest radiation that can be captured by Soft Drop has an energy zcutpT0 = 100 GeV which

is still larger than the hardest medium-induced emissions which have energies ω ∼ ωc =

60 GeV. Hence, for jets with high-enough pT0, SD can only select vacuum-like emissions.

To illustrate this, we show in the left plot of figure 9 the phase-space selected by SD.

Under these circumstances, the only nuclear effect on the zg-distribution is the energy lost

by the two (hard, zg > zcut) subjets passing the SD condition. Due to this energy loss,

the effective splitting fraction zg measured by SD turns out to be slightly smaller than the

physical splitting fraction z at the branching vertex (see section 5.3 for details). If we call

for now this shift ∆z = z − zg > 0, we have (cf. (5.6))

R(zg) ≈
P̄g(z = zg + ∆z)

P̄g(zg)
' zg

zg + ∆z
' 1− ∆z

zg
for ∆z � zg � 1 , (5.7)

which explains the pattern (smaller than one and increasing with zg) observed at large pT0

in figure 8.

The above discussion also suggests what changes when moving to the opposite regime

of (relatively) low energy jets, say pT0 = 100 GeV. In this case, the energy interval covered

by SD, that is ω between zcutpT0 = 10 GeV and pT0/2 = 50 GeV, fully overlaps with

the BDMPS-Z spectrum for medium-induced radiation which has ω . ωc = 60 GeV (cf.

the right plot of figure 9). Consequently, the SD condition can now be triggered either

by a vacuum-like splitting, or by a medium-induced one. Since the BDMPS-Z spectrum

increases rapidly at small z (faster than the vacuum splitting function), this naturally
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Figure 9. The kinematic regions in the Lund plane that are covered by the SD algorithm in the

case of a high-energy jet (zcutpT > ωc) in the left figure and of a low-energy jet (zcutpT < ωc) in the

right figure. As suggested by the pictorial representation in the right figure, the most interesting

situation for “low-energy jets” is such that there is only little overlap between the kinematic region

for SD and the phase-space for MIEs.

explains the peak in the ratio R(zg) at small zg, visible in figure 8. The nuclear suppression

observe at large zg suggests that in this region, the energy loss effects dominate over the

BDMPS-Z emissions.

The above arguments show that the zg distribution is best discussed separately for

high-energy and low-energy jets, where the separation between the two regimes is set by

the ratio zcutpT0/ωc. The high-energy jets, for which pT0 > ωc/zcut, are conceptually

simper as the in-medium zg distribution is only affected by the energy loss via MIEs. For

low-energy jets, i.e. jets with pT0 < ωc/zcut, the zg distribution is affected by the medium

both directly when the SD condition is triggered by a MIE, and indirectly via the energy

loss of the two subjets emerging from the hard splitting. This second case is more complex

for a series of reasons and notably because MIEs do not obey angular ordering.

Since zg is intrinsically tied to energy loss effects, it is interesting to study how the

average jet energy loss correlates with zg. Our numerical results are presented in figure 10.

The dashed curve shows the MC results for the inclusive jets (all values of zg), the one

denoted “no zg” refers to jets which did not pass the SD criterion or failed the cut θg > θcut,

and the other curves correspond to different bins of zg. One clearly sees a distinction

between the “no zg” jets, which lose much less energy than the average jet, and those

which passed SD, whose energy loss is larger than the average and quasi-independent of zg.

The main reason for this behaviour is that jets passing the SD condition are effectively built

of two relatively hard subjets. Since the angular separation between these two hard subjets

is larger than θcut = 0.1 > θc ' 0.04, they lose energy (via MIEs) as two independent jets,

giving a larger-than-average energy loss. This is mostly controlled by the geometry of the

system, with only a limited sensitivity to the precise sharing of the energy between the

subjets. On the other hand, the jets which did not pass SD are typically narrow one-prong

jets with either no hard substructure or with some substructure at an angle smaller that
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Figure 10. Our MC results for the average energy loss by a gluon-initiated jet are displayed as a

function of the initial gluon energy pT0 in bins of zg. The inclusive (all jets) result is also shown,

by the dashed line.

θcut = 0.1 (i.e. at an angle ' θc). These jet therefore lose less energy that an average jet.

The fact that the angular cutoff θcut = 0.1 is close to the critical value θc ' 0.04 is clearly

essential for the above arguments.

A last comment concerns the difference between the zg-distributions for gluon- and

quark-initiated jets, as shown in the left and right plots of figure 8, respectively. The

deviation of the medium/vacuum ratio from unity appears to be larger for quark jets than

for gluon jets. This might look surprising at first sight given that the average energy loss is

known to be larger for the gluon jet than for the quark one (cf. figures 4 and 5). However

we will show in section 5.3 that the zg distribution is mostly controlled by the energy

loss of the softest subjet, which is typically a gluon jet even when the leading parton is

a quark. The difference between quark and gluon jets in figure 8 is in fact controlled by

“non-medium” effects, like the difference in their respective splitting functions.

5.3 Analytic insight for high-energy jets: VLEs and energy loss

We begin our analytic calculations of the nuclear effects on the zg distribution with the

case of a high-energy jet, pT0 > ωc/zcut In this case, the SD condition is triggered by an

in-medium VLE that we call the “hard splitting” in what follows. This splitting occurs

early (since tf � L, cf. eq. (2.3)) and the daughter partons propagate through the medium

over a distance of order L. During their propagation, they evolve into two subjets, both

via VLEs (which obey angular ordering, except possibly for the first emission outside the

medium) and via MIEs (which can be emitted at any angle).

Since the C/A algorithm is used by the SD procedure, both subjets have an opening

angle of order14 θg, with θg the angle of the hard splitting. Consequently, the emissions

14On average, the two subjets have an (active) area ≈ 0.69πθ2g , while a single jet of radius θg has an area

≈ 0.81πθ2g , cf. figure 8 of ref. [55]. Each subjet thus have an effective radius of order
√

0.69/0.81θg ≈ 0.92θg
which is very close to θg.
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from the two subjets with angles larger than θg — either MIEs, or VLEs produced outside

the medium — are not clustered within the two subjets. Accordingly, their reconstructed

transverse momenta pT1 and pT2 are generally lower than the initial momenta, ω1 and

ω2, of the daughter partons produced by the hard splitting. This implies a difference

between the reconstructed splitting fraction zg = pT,1/(pT,1 + pT,2) and the physical one,

z ≡ ω1/(ω1 + ω2). This difference is controlled by the energy lost by the two subjets.

Let us first mention that the energy loss via VLEs outside the medium at angles θ > θg
can be neglected. Indeed, since these emissions have tf ∼ 1/(ωθ2) > L, they are soft and

only give very small contributions to the energy loss. We have checked this explicitly with

MC studies of the VLEs alone: we find that the effect on the zg distribution of the vetoed

region and of the violation of angular ordering for the first emission outside the medium

are much smaller than those associated with the energy loss via MIEs.

We then discuss the role of colour coherence for the energy loss via MIEs. If the

splitting angle θg is smaller than θc the daughter partons are not discriminated by the

medium. This is a case of coherent energy loss where the MIEs at angles θ > θg are

effectively sourced by their parent parton [10, 21–23, 56], so that z = zg. On the other

hand, for larger splitting angles θg � θc, the colour coherence is rapidly washed out, so

the two daughter partons act as independent sources of MIEs. In this case, one can write

ωi = pT i + Ei(ωi, θg), where i = 1, 2 and Ei(ωi, θg) is the average energy loss for a jet of

flavour i, initial energy ωi and opening angle θg (cf. e.g. eq. (2.16)). It would be relatively

straightforward to deal with generic values of θg, both coherent and incoherent. In practice,

all existing measurements at the LHC imposes a minimal angle θg ≥ θcut, with θcut = 0.1.

Since θcut is larger than θc for all our choices of parameters, we only consider the incoherent

case θg > θcut in what follows.

That said, the relation between the measured zg and the physical splitting fraction z

can be written as (assuming pT1 < pT2)

zg =
pT1

pT1 + pT2
=

zpT − E1(zpT , θg)

pT − E1(zpT , θg)− E2((1− z)pT , θg)
≡ Zg(z, θg) , (5.8)

where pT ≡ ω1 + ω2 is the energy (or transverse momentum) of the parent parton at the

time of the “hard” branching. In what follows we approximate pT ' pT,0. This is valid as

long as one can neglect two effects: (i) the transverse momentum of the partons which

have been groomed away during previous iterations of the SD procedure, and (ii) MIEs

prior to the hard branching. The former is indeed negligible as long as we work in the

standard limit zcut � 1, and the latter is also negligible based on our short formation time

arguments in section 2.2.

For a given average energy loss E(pT , θg) one can, at least numerically, invert eq. (5.8)

to obtain the physical splitting fraction z = Z(zg, θg) corresponding to the measured zg.

The kinematic constraint zg > zcut thus implies a constraint on z, z ≥ Z(zcut, θg),
15

and the in-medium zg distribution in this high-energy regime becomes a straightforward

15Here we assume that Zg(z, θg) is a monotonously increasing function of z.
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generalisation of eq. (5.5)

pi,med(zg) = N
∫ R

θcut

dθg ∆VLE
i (R, θg)

∫ 1/2

0
dz Pi,vac(z, θg) δ

(
zg−Zg(z, θg)

)
Θ(zg−zcut), (5.9)

where the Sudakov factor is formally the same as in the vacuum, eq. (5.4), but with the

new, medium-dependent, lower limit Z(zcut, θ) on z:

∆VLE
i (R, θg) = exp

(
−
∫ R

θg

dθ

∫ 1/2

0
dz Pi,vac(z, θ) Θ

(
z −Z(zcut, θ)

))
. (5.10)

The normalisation factor N in (5.9) is given by (1 − ∆VLE
i )−1. The Njets-normalised

distribution fi,med(zg) is obtained by simply removing this factor N .

In practice we will replace θg by R in the argument of the energy loss. This is motivated

by two facts. Firstly, due to the SD procedure, we know that the jet is free of emissions

with ω > zcutpT0 at angles between θg and R, simply because such an emission would

have triggered the SD condition. The remaining emissions between θg and R are therefore

soft and we neglect them. Secondly, the angular phase-space θcut < θ < R is relatively

small and E is slowly varying over this domain. With this approximation, both Zg and

Z becomes independent of θg and the Sudakov factor (5.10) simplifies to the vacuum one,

eq. (5.4), evaluated at zcut → Z(zcut).

The above picture can be further simplified by noticing that the energy losses are

typically much smaller than zpT and (1− z)pT . This means that the difference between z

and zg is parametrically small and we can replace z by zg in the arguments of the energy

loss in (5.8) so that

z ≡ Z(zg, θg) ' zg +
E1 − zg(E1 + E2)

pT
, (5.11)

with E1 ≡ E1(zgpT ) and E2 ≡ E2((1− zg)pT ). Since zg < 1/2, this shows that the physical

z is typically16 larger than zg.

As before, it is useful to consider the fixed-coupling scenario where the zg-dependence of

eq. (5.9) factorises from the integral over θg. After dividing out by the vacuum distribution

∝ P̄i(zg), we find

R(zg) ≡
fmed(zg)

fvac(zg)
' J (zg)

P̄g(Z(zg))

P̄g(zg)
, with J (zg) ≡

∣∣∣∣dZ(zg)

dzg

∣∣∣∣ ' 1− E1 + E2

pT
,

(5.12)

where J is a Jacobian and the last equality in (5.12) is obtained using the simplified

expression (5.11).

At this level, it becomes necessary to specify the energy lost by a subjet. At high

energy, both zpT and (1− z)pT are large and the energy lost by the subjets is sensitive to

the increase in the number of partonic sources for MIEs (cf. section 2.7 and figure 4). To

test this picture, we consider two energy loss scenarios. First, the case of an energy loss

16Small deviations from this behaviour can happen close to zg = 1/2 when E2 6= E1. In this limit, our

assumption that the softer physical parton (z < 1/2) matches with the softer measured subjet (zg < 1/2)

has to be reconsidered anyway.
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Figure 11. The ratio zg/z (left figure) and the difference z−zg (right figure) between the splitting

fraction zg measured by SD and the physical splitting fraction z for the hard splitting. This

difference is given by eq. (5.8) that we evaluate with two scenarios for the energy loss by the

subjets: a constant energy loss and a pT -dependent one; for the second scenario, we also show the

predictions of the simplified relation (5.11).

which captures the increase in the number of sources for MIEs and increases with the jet

pT , as in eq. (2.16). Since eq. (2.16) is not very accurate we will instead use Ej = Ej,fit

corresponding to the fit of the Monte Carlo result shown in figure 4. The second scenario

corresponds to what would happen in the absence of VLEs, i.e. when only MIEs from the

leading parton in each subjet are included. This gives an energy loss which saturates to

a constant Ej = εj at large pT (see again figure 4). Clearly, the first scenario is the most

physically realistic.

For definiteness, let us first consider the case of a 1-TeV gluon-initiated jet.17 Figure 11

shows the relation between the physical splitting fraction z and the measured zg, with the

ratio zg/z plotted on the left panel and the difference z − zg on the right panel. We see

that z is larger than zg in both energy-loss scenarios. The difference z− zg decreases when

increasing z (at least for z > zcut), while the ratio zg/z gets close to 1. The effects are

roughly twice as large for the full energy-loss scenario than for a constant energy loss. The

dotted (green) curve shows the result obtained using the “full” relation (5.8) while the

solid (blue) line uses the simplified version, eq. (5.11). As expected, they both lead to very

similar results and we therefore make the simplified version our default from now on.

The nuclear modification factor for the zg distribution obtained from our analytic

calculation (5.9), including running-coupling corrections, is shown in figure 12 for both the

self-normalised distribution pmed(zg) (left) and the Njets-normalised one fmed(zg) (right).

We see that R(zg) increases with zg. This is expected since, at small zg, P̄g(z)/P̄g(zg) '
zg/z which increases with zg (see e.g. figure 11, left). Furthermore, the medium/vacuum

ratio of the Njets-normalised distributions (figure 12, right) is always smaller than one.

17We only included the dominant partonic channel g → gg in our analytic calculation.
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Figure 12. Our MC results for the medium/vacuum ratio of the zg distributions associated with

gluon-initiated jets with initial energy pT0 = 1 GeV are compared to our analytic predictions for

the two scenarios of energy loss described in the text. The left plot refers to the self-normalised

distributions, cf. eq. (5.9), and the right plot to the Njets-normalised ones.

With reference to the fixed-coupling estimate in eq. (5.12), this is a combined effect of z

being larger than zg, hence P̄g(z) < P̄g(zg), and of the extra Jacobian in front of eq. (5.12).

Regarding the comparison between the two scenarios for the energy loss, we see that

although they produce similar results for the self-normalised zg distribution, the (phys-

ical) “full jet” scenario predicts a larger suppression than the “constant” one for the

medium/vacuum ratio of the Njets-normalised distributions. In particular, the former pre-

dicts a value for R(zg) which remains significantly smaller than one even at zg close to 1/2.

This behaviour is in also in better agreement with our Monte Carlo simulations. Generally

speaking, it is worth keeping in mind that the Njets-normalised ratio is better suited to

disentangle between different energy-loss models than the self-normalised ratio which is

bound to cross one by construction.

Since the nuclear modification of the zg distribution appears to be so sensitive to the

energy loss, it is interesting to check whether this observable follows the Casimir scaling

of the jet energy loss. We show that this is not the case and that the nuclear modification

is even slightly larger for quark than for gluon jets. In practice, the zg distribution is

controlled by the energy loss of the softest among the two subjets created by the hard

splitting, which is typically a gluon independently of the flavour of the initial parton. Let

us then consider eq. (5.11) in which we take E1 = Eg and E2 = ER, with R = q or g

depending on the colour representation of the leading parton. Simple algebra yields

z(g-jet)(zg) ' z(q-jet)(zg) + zg
Eg − Eq

pT
(5.13)

where z(R-jet)(zg) is the physical splitting fraction z corresponding to a measured fraction

zg for the case of a leading parton of flavour R, and the energy loss functions ER are

evaluated at (1 − zg)pT . Since Eg ' 2Eq the second term in (5.13) is positive and thus

z(g-jet)(zg) > z(q-jet)(zg) as expected on physical grounds. Yet, the difference between

z(g-jet)(zg) and z(q-jet)(zg) is weighted by zg, hence it suppressed at small zg, where the
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Figure 13. The results of the analytic calculations for the medium/vacuum ratio R(zg) for both

gluon- and quark-initiated jets, together with the fictitious case where a quark-initiated subjet loses

the same amount of energy as a gluon-initiated one.

energy loss effects should be more important. Furthermore, the effects of the difference

z(g-jet)(zg)− z(q-jet)(zg) are difficult to distinguish in practice since there are other sources

of differences between the zg distributions of quark and gluon jets like the non-singular

terms in the splitting functions and the different Sudakov factors. In practice these effects

appear to dominate over difference between z(g-jet)(zg) and z(q-jet)(zg)

This is confirmed by our analytic calculations in figure 13. Together with our previous

results for a gluon jet, we show two scenarios for quark jets: (a) a realistic scenario which

takes into account the different quark and gluon energy losses (cf. figure 4), and (b) a

fictitious case, which assumes that a quark subjet loses the same energy as a gluon one,

i.e. Eq = Eg. In both cases, the nuclear suppression of the zg distribution appears larger for

quark-initiated jets than for gluon-initiated jets, in qualitative agreement with our Monte

Carlo findings (recall figure 8). This is clearly driven by effects beyond the energy loss

difference between quarks and gluons (cf our case (b)), even though this difference has

indeed the effect of slightly increasing R(zg), especially close to zg = 1/2, as visible by

comparing the curves corresponding to the cases (a) and (b).

In summary, the main lessons one draws from our study of high-energy jets are as

follows: (i) the incoherent energy loss by the two subjets created by the hard splitting

leads to a suppression in the nuclear zg distribution which is larger at small zg; (ii)

the MC results are sensitive to the evolution of the subjets multiplicity via VLEs which

leads to an energy loss increasing with the subjet pT ; (iii) this last effect may be hidden

when studying the self-normalised zg distribution; in that respect, the Njets-normalised

distribution is better suited to disentangle between different energy-loss models.

5.4 Analytic insight for low-energy jets: MIEs and energy loss

We now turn to more phenomenologically-relevant case of “low energy” jets, pT0 < ωc/zcut

(with ωc/zcut = 600 GeV for our default choice of medium parameters), for which the

“hard” emission that triggers the SD condition can be either vacuum-like or medium-

induced. In both cases, the two ensuing subjets lose energy via MIEs, which, as explained
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in the previous section, implies that the measured value zg is different (typically slightly

smaller) than the physical value z.

Our main goal in this section is to develop analytic approximations which qualitatively

and even semi-quantitatively capture this complex dynamics. For definiteness, we focus

on gluon-initiated jets with pT0 = 200 GeV. This value is at the same time low enough to

be representative for the low-energy regime and large enough to justify some convenient

approximations, like the single emission approximation for the MIEs captured by SD. For

pedagogical reasons it is convenient to first consider two simplified situations — a jet built

with MIEs alone and a jet in which the SD condition can only be triggered by a VLE (as

in the “high-energy” case) —, before addressing the full picture in section 5.4.3.

5.4.1 Low-energy jets: medium-induced emissions only

To study the case where the SD condition is triggered by a MIE, we consider jets generated

via MIEs only, disabling VLEs. Since the emission angles of MIEs are controlled by their

transverse momentum broadening (cf. section 2.5), they are not ordered in angle. Hence,

the reclustering of the jet constituents with the C/A algorithm does not necessarily respects

the physical ordering of the MIEs in time. In particular, the branching selected by the SD

procedure may not be a primary emission, i.e. a direct emission by the leading parton.

However, as long as zcutpT0 is sufficiently large compared to the characteristic scale ωbr =

3.46 GeV for multiple branching — which is definitely the case for our 200 GeV jets, — the

probability to select a non-primary branching is suppressed by αs,med. From now on we

can therefore assume that SD selects a primary MIE.

Next, we can argue that the MIEs captured by the SD algorithm are soft and located

in a small corner near z = zcut and θ = θcut. Indeed, the bulk of the MIEs lies below the

line k⊥ = Qs = 2.4 GeV and the smallest value of k⊥ that can be selected by SD, namely

zcutpT0θcut = 2 GeV, is only slightly smaller than Qs. This is visible in the phase-space

diagram of figure 9 (right). Together with the fact that the BDMPS-Z rate (2.7) grows

quickly as z → 0, this means that MIEs contribute to the zg distribution only at small zg.

After SD, one therefore has a soft subjet of transverse momentum pT1 corresponding to

the MIE and a harder subjet of momentum pT2 corresponding to the leading parton.

The differential probability for the emission of a primary MIE with ω1 ≡ ω � pT0

is given by the BDMPS-Z spectrum (2.8) multiplied by the angular distribution produced

via transverse momentum broadening after emission, eq. (2.11). The latter depends on the

distance ∆t = L − t, with t the emission time, travelled by the two subjets through the

medium. In principle one should therefore work differentially in t. Since this would be

a serious complication, we rather use a picture in which we average over all the emission

times t, distributed with uniform probability over the interval 0 < t < L. The differential

probability for the “hard” splitting then takes the form

d2Pi,med(ω, θ) =
Ciαs,med

π
Θ (ωc − ω)

√
2ωc

ω3
Pbroad(ω, θ) dωdθ ≡ Pi,med(ω, θ)dωdθ, (5.14)

where [10]

Pbroad(ω, θ) ≡ 1

L

∫ L

0
dt

2ω2θ

q̂(L− t)
exp

{
− ω2θ2

q̂(L− t)

}
= 2θ

ω2

Q2
s

Γ

(
0,
ω2θ2

Q2
s

)
, (5.15)
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Figure 14. Left: after multiplication by θ, the angular distribution Pbroad in eq. (5.15) scales as a

function of the ratio θ/θ̄, with θ̄ = (
√
π/3)Qs/ω. Right: the Sudakov factors ∆MIE

g (R, θg) for MIEs,

cf. eq. (5.18), and ∆VLE
g (R, θg) for VLEs, cf. eq. (5.10), for a gluon-initiated jet with pT0 = 200 GeV

and R = 0.4.

with Γ(0, x) the incomplete Gamma function. This distribution predicts an average value

k̄⊥ =
√
π

3 Qs for k⊥ ≡ ωθ. It shows a peak near k̄⊥, and a rather wide tail at larger values

k⊥ > k̄⊥ (see figure 14, left). Since we have just argued that SD selects emissions in a

narrow range in k⊥, close to Qs, the tail of this distribution plays an important role in our

discussion. This is amplified by the fact that k̄⊥ is slightly smaller than Qs. Note that in

terms of the emission angle, this argument means that the emissions selected by SD will

need to acquire a θ larger than the peak value θ̄(ω) = k̄⊥/ω from broadening in order to

pass the θcut condition. In future work, it will be interesting to study how a description of

broadening beyond the Gaussian approximation affects quantitatively our results.

Additionally, we need to account for the fact that both the MIE that triggers the SD

condition and the leading parton lose energy. The situation is mostly the same as for our

earlier high-energy case except that now the medium-induced gluon emission can occur

anywhere inside the medium, i.e. at any time t with 0 < t < L. For an emitted gluon of

energy ω, one can write pT1 = ω − εg(ω, θg,∆t), where the energy loss depends explicitly

on the distance ∆t = L− t travelled by the subjet through the medium. In our kinematic

range, this energy loss is relatively small, εg � ω, and therefore varies slowly with ω (cf.

eq. (2.15) so we can neglect the ω dependence. It depends however quadratically on ∆t.

For simplicity, we use a time-averaged picture in which 〈t〉 ' 〈∆t〉 ' L/2 and therefore

εg(∆t) ≈ εg(L/2) ' 1
4εg(L) ≡ ε̄g, with εg(L) ∝ L2 the energy loss corresponding to a

distance L.

The situation for the harder subjet matching with the leading parton, is more complex,

owing to differences between the time ordering of MIEs and the (angular-ordered) C/A

clustering used by SD. Indeed, MIEs from the leading parton at times smaller than t and

angles smaller than θg will be clustered by the C/A algorithm in the harder subjet. These

emissions can carry a substantial amount of energy so that, without a full picture of the

time evolution of the jet, it is delicate to even define a physical transverse momentum, ω2,

for the harder subjet at the vertex where the MIE triggering the SD condition is emitted.
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We can however take a different approach and realise that, by definition, the difference

pT0 − (pT1 + pT2) corresponds to the energy εi(pT0, θg) lost by the initial parton at angles

larger than θg. As for the high-energy case, we can neglect the energy lost between θg and

R and hence write pT1 + pT2 ' pT0 − εi(pT0, R).

In fine, the measured value of zg is related to the initial energy ω of the gluonic MIE

subjet via

zg '
ω − ε̄g(ω, θg)

pT0 − εi(pT0, R)
with ε̄g(ω, θg) =

1

4
εg(ω, θg). (5.16)

Since both energy losses in (5.16) are small, one can ignore their pT dependence and use

the fits to the MC results shown in figures 5. The zg distribution created via MIEs can then

be computed using a formula similar to that used for VLEs in the previous subsections, cf.

eq. (5.9), namely

fi,med(zg) =

∫ R

θcut

dθg ∆MIE
i (R, θg)

∫
dωPi,med(ω, θg)δ

(
zg −

ω − ε̄g(θg)

pT0 − εi(R)

)
Θ(zg − zcut),

(5.17)

with the Sudakov factor ∆MIE
i (R, θg) accounting for the probability to have no primary

MIEs with ω > ωcut ≡ ε̄g + zcut(pT0 − εi(R)) and θ > θg at any point inside the medium:

∆MIE
i (R, θg) = exp

(
−
∫ R

θg

dθ

∫
dω Pi,med(ω, θ) Θ (ω − ωcut)

)
. (5.18)

The self-normalised distribution can be computed as pi,med(zg) = N fi,med(zg) with

N = 1
1−∆MIE

i (R,θcut)
. The Sudakov factor is plotted for both MIEs, eq. (5.18), and VLEs,

eq. (5.10), as a function of θg in the right plot of figure 14. In both plots, we use

pT0 = 200 GeV and a gluon-initiated jet. While this factor is clearly important for VLEs

at all θg, it remains very close to one for MIEs. It is mostly irrelevant for the shape of the

zg distribution and only has a small impact on its overall normalisation.

In figure 15 (left) we compare our analytic approximation for the ratio18

fmed(zg)/fvac(zg) of the Njets-normalised zg distributions corresponding the a gluon-

initiated jet to the MC results obtained by “switching off” the VLEs from the general

numerical code. The energy losses are estimated from the fit to the MC results shown

in the left plot of figure 5, which yields εg ' 16.5 GeV for the whole jet with R = 0.4

and ε̄g ' 5 GeV for the subjet with θg ' θcut = 0.1. Given the large uncertainty in the

calculation of ε̄g, we present two sets of results, one corresponding to εg = 0 GeV and

the other one to εg = 5 GeV. For each of these 2 choices we indicate by a band the un-

certainty associated with ±10% variations in the saturation scale Qs around its central

value Qs =
√
q̂L = 2.4 GeV. This variation corresponds to the fact that the relation (5.16)

between zg and ω is only approximate and the associated uncertainty in the value of ω has

consequences, via eq. (5.15), on the angular distribution; this uncertainty was mimicked

by varying Qs.

18Here, the medium/vacuum ratio is not a genuine nuclear modification factor. For example, in the

absence of medium effects, it would be equal to zero, not to one.
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Figure 15. Separation of the nuclear effects on the zg distribution of low-energy jets into a

contribution due to the MIEs (left) and a contribution due to the VLEs with energy loss (right).

Left: MIEs only (MC vs. analytic calculations). Right: Monte Carlo results for the full parton

shower (black) vs. the case where only VLEs with energy loss are included (red). We also show an

analytic result for the second case (dashed line).

Figure 15 (left) shows a qualitative agreement between the MC and the analytic calcu-

lations: all the curves have a visible rise at small zg, reflecting the fact that the BDMPS-Z

spectrum behaves like z−3/2 which is more singular than the vacuum spectrum ∝ z−1. This

being said, our analytic study is still too poor to quantitatively reproduce the MC results,

or to discriminate between various scenarios for the energy loss. In particular, the “zero

energy loss” scenario is not in clear disagreement with the MC results. This may be related

to the fact that the angular distribution in eq. (5.15) favours small values z ∼ zcut which

biases the distribution towards events with a smaller-than-average energy loss.

5.4.2 Low-energy jets: energy loss only

In this section, we consider the situation (opposite to the previous section) where the SD

condition is triggered by a VLE. In this case, we turn off the direct contribution of the

MIEs to SD, but only keep their (indirect) effect associated with incoherent energy loss of

the subjets found by the SD procedure. The physical situation is similar to the high-energy

case studied in section 5.3 where the “direct” contribution of the MIEs to SD was negligible

by definition.

To artificially remove the direct contribution of the MIEs from the MC simulations,

we have enforced that all the partons generated via MIEs propagate at angles θ � R.

This obviously overestimates the jet energy loss, simply because some of the partons which

would have remained within the jet are artificially moved outside. This is fine as long as we

only focus on illustrating the qualitative effects of the energy loss on the zg distribution.

In figure 15 (right), we compare Monte Carlo results obtained with this artificial re-

moval of the direct contribution of MIEs (“energy loss only”, red, curve) to the full sim-

ulation (“full”, black, curve), where both VLEs and MIEs contribute directly. Figure 15

(right) also shows the prediction of an analytic calculation which ignores the direct contri-

bution of the MIEs to SD. This calculation is the same as the one presented in section 5.3
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for the case of a high-energy jet, i.e. it is based on eqs. (5.8), (5.3) and (5.10), now applied

to pT ' pT,0 = 200 GeV. The respective Sudakov factor is plotted in the right plot of

figure 14. By inspection of these curves, we first notice that the effect of energy loss alone

is the same for low-energy jets as it was for high-energy jets: it leads to a strong nuclear

suppression19 of the zg distribution with larger effects at small zg. Second, adding the di-

rect contribution of the MIEs to SD changes the picture significantly: the medium/vacuum

ratio is now increasing at small zg and can even becomes close to one. The difference be-

tween the two curves is, at least qualitatively, consistent with an additional peak at small

zg from MIEs (see e.g. figure 15, left).

5.4.3 Low-energy jets: full parton showers

Now that we have studied both effects separately, we can provide an analytic calculation

for the complete zg distribution for a low-energy jet, including both VLEs and MIEs.

Due to angular ordering, VLEs selected by the SD procedure are necessarily primary

gluon emissions from the leading parton. However, whenever SD selects a MIE with energy

fraction z and emission angle θg, this emission can be emitted by any of the partonic

sources created via VLEs with energy ω > zpT0. Since, by definition, SD selects the

largest-angle emission with zg above zcut, these sources of MIE can have any angle in the

range θc < θ < θg. Such emissions are formally clustered by the C/A algorithm together

with the subjet corresponding to the leading parton.

The zg distribution for a full parton shower generated by a parton of type i = (q, g)

is obtained by incoherently summing up the probabilities for SD to select either a VLE or

a MIE:

fi(zg) =

∫ R

θcut

dθg ∆VLE
i (R, θg) ∆MIE

i (R, θg) (5.19)

×
∫ 1/2

0
dz
[
Pi,vac(z, θg)δ

(
Zg,vac(z, θg)− zg

)
+ Pi,med(z, θg)δ

(
Zg,med(z, θg)− zg

)]
Θ(zg − zcut).

Here, we have used different functions, Zg,vac(z, θg) and Zg,med(z, θg), for the relation be-

tween the measured splitting fraction zg and the physical one z, to take into account the

fact that the energy loss is generally different for the subjets produced by a VLE or a MIE.

The function Zg,vac(z, θg) is given by eq. (5.8), with the pT of the parent gluon identified

with the pT0 of the leading parton. As before, we replace θg by R in the energy loss and take

E1(zpT , R) and E2((1− z)pT , R) from the fits in figure 4. In the case of a medium-induced

splitting, we use a generalisation of eq. (5.16), that is

zg '
zpT0 − ε̄g(θg)

pT0 − Ei(pT0, R, zg)
≡ Zg,med(z, θg) . (5.20)

The main difference w.r.t. eq. (5.16) refers to the energy loss by the whole jet, i.e. the

function Ei(pT0, R, zg) in the denominator: not only this has now a strong dependence

19This suppression appears to be larger for the respective MC calculation than for the analytical one

because, for the former, the energy loss is artificially amplified.
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upon pT0, due to the rise in the number of partonic sources via VLEs, but this must be

evaluated for the special jets which include a hard splitting with a given value zg > 0.1 and

with any θg > θcut = 0.1. From our MC calculation illustrated in figure 10, we know that

it is larger than the average energy loss and largely independent of zg. We use Eg = 43 GeV

for pT0 = 200 GeV and R = 0.4. As for ε̄g(θg), we use 5 GeV as in section 5.4.1 and study

the sensitivity of our results to variations around this value.

The vacuum splitting probability density Pi,vac and the associated Sudakov factor

∆VLE
i take the same form as in section 5.3, eqs. (5.3) and (5.10). The corresponding

medium-induced probability density Pi,med takes a form similar to eq. (5.14) modified to

account for the fact that each VLE produced in the medium can act as a source of MIE.

We therefore write

Pi,med(z, θg) = ν(z, θg)
αs,medCi

π

√
2ωc

pT0
z−3/2 Pbroad(z, θg). (5.21)

The number of MIE sources ν(z, θg) is obtained from the density
d2N

(in)
VLE

dωdθ of VLEs produced

inside the medium:

ν(z, θg) ≡ 1 +

∫ pT0

zpT0

dω

∫ θg

θc

dθ
d2N

(in)
VLE

dωdθ
. (5.22)

In this last expression, the first term corresponds to the leading parton and the integration

boundaries in the second term impose that an MIE which triggers the SD condition has

to come from a source of larger energy at an angle between θc and θg. The associated

Sudakov factor ∆MIE
i is then constructed in terms of Pi,med as in eq. (5.18). We note

however that, although for the case with only MIEs, the exponentiation of the emission

probability in the Sudakov factor ∆MIE
i is relatively straightforward, this does not obviously

hold in the presence of multiple sources of MIEs. However, since the Sudakov factor ∆MIE
i

only introduces a small correction (see figure 14, right), we have kept the exponential form,

eq. (5.18), for simplicity and as an easy way to maintain the conservation of probability

for MIEs.

In practice, we test three different approximations20 for ν: (i) ν ≡ νmin = 1 includes

only the leading parton, (ii) ν ≡ νmax = 3.2 is our MC estimate for the average multiplic-

ity of partons created inside the medium via VLEs by a leading gluon with pT0 = 200 GeV,

cf. figure 16. This has to be seen as a maximal value since it ignores the kinematic limits in

eq. (5.22)). (iii) ν ≡ νDLA obtained by evaluating eq. (5.22) with a DLA estimate for the

gluon multiplicity, corresponding to eq. (2.5) with θmax → θg and taking the coupling ᾱs
at the scale k⊥ = Eθg. We see in figure 16 that this DLA approximation gives a reasonable

description of the VLE multiplicity in a jet (setting θg = R). For the case ν = νDLA we

show no variation band in figure 17 to avoid overlapping bands in an already complicated

plot, but it is quite clear what should be the effects of varying ε̄g and Q2
s.

In figure 17, we show our MC results for a full shower generated by a leading parton,

gluon (left) or quark (right), with pT0 = 200 GeV, together with our analytic approximation

20Note also that the formal limit ν → 0, in which one keeps only the “direct” contribution of the VLEs

to eq. (5.21), corresponds to the analytic result shown with dashed line in figure 15 (right).
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pT0 = 200 GeV. The Monte Carlo results are compared to analytic calculations corresponding to 3

different approximations for the number ν of sources emitting MIEs (see the text for details).

based on eq. (5.19) using the three different approximations for ν. In each case, the central

curve corresponds to the average values ε̄g = 5 GeV for the subjet energy loss in eq. (5.20)

and Q2
s = q̂L = 6 GeV2 for the saturation momentum squared in (5.15). The bands around

these central curves correspond to variations by 20% of εg. Note that varying Q2
s by 20%

has a smaller effect. The unphysical case νmin = 1 is disfavoured by the comparison with

the MC results as it underestimates the peak associated with the direct MIE contribution.

The other two cases are at least qualitatively consistent with the MC results.
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It is also interesting to notice the dependence of the results upon the flavour of the

leading parton. The rise of the nuclear distribution at small zg appears to be stronger for

the gluon-initiated jet than for the quark-initiated one and this difference is rather well

captured by our analytic approximations, where it is due to a change in the number ν of

partonic sources for a “hard” MIE: one has indeed ν − 1 ∝ CR (recall e.g. the discussion

in footnote 11). At large zg on the other hand, the analytic approximation appears to

be less satisfactory for the quark-initiated jet — most likely, because it underestimates

the energy loss by the subjets resulting from a hard VLE. As a matter of facts, a similar

difficulty occurs in the high-energy case, as can be seen by comparing the quark-jet results

for pT0 = 1 TeV in figures 8 and 13 respectively.

The main conclusions that we can draw from in figure 17 and from the overall discussion

in this section is that zg distribution for “low energy jets” is a superposition of two main

effects: (i) incoherent energy loss for the subjets created by a vacuum-like splitting; this

controls the zg distribution at moderate and large values of zg, where it yields a nuclear

modification factor which slowly increase with zg, and (ii) sufficiently hard medium-

induced emissions, with z & zcut, which leads to a significant growth of the zg distribution

at small values zg ∼ zcut. This behaviour is qualitatively reproduced by our simple analytic

calculations which shows, for example, that including multiple (VLE) sources of MIEs is

important. It is however more delicate to draw more quantitative conclusions as several

effects entering the calculation would require a more involve treatment.

6 zg distribution with realistic initial jet spectra

Even if studying monochromatic jets is helpful to understand the dominant physical effects

at play, any realistic measurement would instead impose cuts on the pT,jet ≡ pT of the final

jet. For this we need the full pT0 spectrum of the hard scattering. Here, we follow our

prescription from section 4.2 and use a LO dijet spectrum where both final partons are

showered using our Monte Carlo. One can then cluster and analyse the resulting event.

In the case of the zg distribution, it is interesting to note that we expect a competition

between two effects. On one side, due to the steeply-falling underlying pT0 spectrum,

cutting on the jet pT tends to select jets which lose less energy than average. On the other

side, we have seen from figure 10 that jets with zg > zcut and θg > θcut lose more energy

than average.

Below, we first study the case of the Njets-normalised zg distribution which is best

suited to discuss the underlying physical details highlighted in section 5. Our distributions

are also qualitatively compared to a recent experimental analysis by ALICE [8]. We then

consider the self-normalised zg distribution which is more easily compared to the CMS

measurements [7].

6.1 Phenomenology with the Njets-normalised zg

Our main results for the Njets-normalised zg distribution are plotted in figures 18–19. They

are the analog of the results for RAA shown in figures 6–7: they highlight the pT -dependence

of our predictions together as well as their sensitivity to changes in the physical (q̂, L and
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Figure 18. Our full MC predictions for the medium/vacuum ratio R(zg) of the Njets-normalised

zg distributions, including the convolution with the initial jet spectrum. Left: the sensitivity of

our results to changes in the kinematic cuts θmax and k⊥,min. Right: the effect of varying ωbr (by

±50%) at fixed values for ωc and θc.
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Figure 19. The effects of varying q̂, L and αs,med keeping ωbr = 3.46 GeV fixed at its central value

(cf. the right plot of figure 6). Left: we vary ωc by ±50% at fixed θc. Right: we vary θ2c by ±50%

at fixed ωc.

αs,med) and unphysical (θmax and k⊥,min) parameters. The various curves shown in these

figures have been obtained by integrating the zg distribution over all the values of pT above

a lower cutoff pT,min (explicitly shown for each curve). In practice, our choices for this cutoff

are the same as the values taken for pT0 in figure 8. Since the jet pT spectrum falls rapidly

with pT and the jet energy loss is relatively small compared to the jet pT , it makes sense

to compare the respective results.

First of all, we see from figure 18, left, that our predictions are robust w.r.t. variations of

the unphysical parameters in our Monte Carlo. Then, based on the analyses from section 5,
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we expect the zg distribution to be mostly sensitive to changes in the multiple-branching

energy scale ωbr which controls both the energy loss and the rate for SD to be triggered

by a MIE. When varying ωbr by 50% around its central value, keeping ωc and θc fixed,

the zg distribution is indeed strongly affected, see figure 18, right. The effects of changing

either ωc or θc, at fixed ωbr, are much less pronounced as seen in figure 19. The residual

variations observed when varying ωc or θc can be mainly attributed to variations in the

phase-space for VLEs, which affect the multiplicity of sources for MIEs and the energy loss

(cf. eq. (5.21)). Besides, for the low-pT jets, a change in ωc can have a sizeable effect on

the phase-space for MIEs that are accessible to SD (cf. figure 9). This is indeed seen in

figure 19 which shows a stronger dependence on ωc than on θc, especially for the peak at

low pT and small zg.

Comparing now to the results for monochromatic jets shown in figure 8, we observe im-

portant differences that can be understood as follows. When studying the Njets-normalised

ratio, the deviation of R(zg) = fmed(zg)/fvac(zg) from unity is proportional to the ratio,

NSDjets/Njets, between the number of jets which passed the SD condition and the total

number of jets. This ratio is considerably smaller when using a realistic jet spectrum,

figure 18 (left), than for monochromatic jets, figure 8. This is explained by the fact that

jets passing the SD condition lose more energy than average jets and therefore have a more

suppressed production rate. Moreover, among the jets which have passed SD with a given

zg > zcut, the initial cross-section favours those where the subjets have lost less energy,

leading to a flattening in the shape of the ratio R(zg) at large zg, in agreement with fig-

ure 18 left. Finally, imposing a lower pT cut on jets introduces a bias towards quark jets,

which lose less energy than gluon jets. Since the former have a smaller R(zg) than the

latter (cf. figure 8), this further reduces R(zg) for jets.

Another interesting feature of figure 18 left is the fact that the ratio R(zg) is almost

identical for pT = 500 GeV and pT = 1 TeV. We believe that this purely fortuitous.

First, the normalisation factor NSDjets/Njets penalises the jets with pT = 1 TeV more than

those with pT = 500 GeV, thus reducing an initially-small difference between the respective

results in figure 8. Second, as pT increases so does the fraction of quark-initiated jets, thus

contributing to a reduction of R(zg).

At this point, it is interesting to compare our predictions with the measurements by

the ALICE collaboration [8] at the LHC. This is not immediately straightforward as the

ALICE measurement is at a different collider energy than what we have considered so far,

uses only charged tracks which are not accessible in our parton-level shower, and is not

unfolded for the detector effects and residual background fluctuations. For simplicity, we

keep the collider energy at 5.02 TeV. Since the charged and full transverse momenta of

jets are roughly proportional to one another, we scale the acceptance region for the jet pT
from [80, 120] GeV to [130, 200] GeV and work with all the particles. The discussion below

should therefore, at best, be considered as qualitative.

Our findings are presented in figure 20 where, following ref. [8] (see the first and third

plots in figure 3), we have considered both the case θg > 0.1 and the case θg < 0.1. Our

predictions are shown for a range of medium parameters (see also table 1 of figure 21). In

all cases, our results are qualitatively similar to those of the experimental analysis: the
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Figure 20. Predictions of our Monte Carlo generator for the zg distribution obtained with a setup

similar to the one used in the ALICE measurement of ref. [8]. We included the distribution obtained

with either θg < 0.1 (bottom set of curves), or θg > 0.1 (top set of curves). In each case we show

the result for different sets of medium parameters, q̂, L and αs as indicated in the legend.

ratio R(zg) is decreasing with zg, it shows nuclear suppression (R(zg) < 1) for the large-

angle case θg > 0.1 and nuclear enhancement (R(zg) > 1) for the small-angle case θg < 0.1.

Within our framework, the enhancement observed for θg < 0.1 and the rise at small zg are

both associated with medium-induced emissions21 being captured by SD. The suppression

visible for θg > 0.1 is a consequence of incoherent energy loss as seen in section 5.

6.2 Self-normalised zg distribution and CMS data

We want to compare the predictions of our Monte Carlo generator to the measurement

of the self-normalised zg distribution by the CMS collaboration in ref. [7]. This com-

parison should however be taken with care since the CMS results are not unfolded for

detector (and residual Underlying Event) effects and are instead presented under the form

of “PbPb/smeared pp” ratios. Without a proper dedicated study, it is delicate to assess

the precise effects of this smearing on R(norm)(zg).

Our findings are shown in figure 21 (right). In the left plot, we show a selection of 4

sets of medium parameters, q̂, L and αs,med (reported from table 1 for readability) which

provide a good description of the LHC data [30] for the jet RAA ratio. In the right plot,

we show the corresponding predictions for the zg nuclear modification factor, R(norm)(zg),

using the same bins and cuts as in the CMS analysis.

We see that our 4 choices of medium parameters correspond to somewhat different

values for the physical medium scales ωbr, ωc and θc. They therefore lead to different

predictions both for the average energy lost by a single parton at large angles, dominated

by ωbr, and for the number and distribution of sources, which is controlled via the phase-

21Since with our parameters the minimal angle for MIEs is θc ≈ 0.04, MIEs can pass the SD condition

even for θg < 0.1.
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Figure 21. Left: our MC results for jet RAA and for 4 sets of medium parameters which give quasi-

identical predictions are compared to the ATLAS data [30] (black dots with error bars). Right: the

MC predictions for the medium/vacuum ratio R(norm)(zg) of the self-normalised zg distributions

are presented in bins of pT for the same 4 sets of medium parameters as in the left figure.

space boundaries for VLEs by ωc and θc. While the RAA ratio is most sensitive to variations

in ωbr, small variations in ωbr (∼ 30% between our extreme values) can be compensated

by larger variations of ωc and θc (a factor ∼ 2 between our extreme values). Since the

interplay between the 3 scales ωbr, ωc and θc is different for RAA and R(norm)(zg), our 4

sets of parameters predict different behaviours for the latter. However, both observables

are predominantly controlled by the energy loss of the jet, so the spread in R(norm)(zg)

remains limited. Some differences are nonetheless observable, in particular for the two bins

with the largest pT . The predictions obtained with a larger ωbr — i.e. larger single-parton

energy loss but smaller phase-space for VLEs — show a pattern dominated by energy loss,

similar to what was seen in section 5 for high-pT jets. Conversely, the predictions obtained

with a smaller ωbr — i.e. smaller single-parton energy loss but larger phase-space for VLEs

— show an enhancement of the small-zg peak associated to MIEs.

If we compare these results with the CMS measurements (see e.g. figure 4 of ref. [7]),

we see that the two agree within the error bars for both the pattern and the magnitude of

the deviation from one. In particular, the CMS data too indicate that R(norm) decreases

quasi-monotonously with zg at low pT and become flatter and flatter, approaching unity,

when increasing pT . This supports our main picture where the nuclear effects on the zg
distribution are a combination of incoherent energy loss affecting a vacuum-like splitting

and a small-zg peak associated with the SD condition being triggered by a MIE. With

increasing pT the first mechanism dominates over the over, yielding a flatter distribution,
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Figure 22. nSD distributions emerging from our Monte Carlo simulations. Left: the distributions

themselves, for the vacuum shower, for the full in-medium parton shower, and also for the case where

the MIEs contribute only to the energy loss (but not directly to SD). Right: the medium/vacuum

ratios.

in agreement with the CMS data. That being said, the current experimental uncertainty

does not allow one to distinguish between different sets of medium parameters.

6.3 Substructure observables beyond the zg distribution

Our final section discusses two substructure observables related to the zg distribution.

Iterated SD multiplicity. The first observable we consider is the Iterated SD multi-

plicity [57], nSD, which has also been measured on track-jets by the ALICE collabora-

tion [8].22 Iterated SD proceeds by iterating the Soft-Drop procedure, still following the

hardest branch in the jet, until all declusterings have been exhausted. nSD is then defined

as the number of declusterings passing the SD condition.

Our results for the nSD distribution are presented in figure 22 and show the same trend

as the ALICE measurements (figure 4 of ref. [8]). In particular, the nSD distribution is

shifted to smaller values for jets created in PbPb collisions compared to pp collisions. This

might seem puzzling at first sight since in the low-pT,jet range probed by the measurement,

one could naively expect an enhancement of nSD due to the additional MIEs passing the

SD condition. However, we believe that the dominant mechanism at play is the incoherent

energy loss which, as discussed in section 5.3, results in an effective zg fraction smaller

than the actual momentum fraction z at the splitting. This effect lowers the number of

measured hard splittings. To support this argument, we have run a variant of our MC

simulations where all the partons created via MIEs are moved outside the jet and hence

only they only contribute to the energy loss. The corresponding results, shown as crosses

in figure 22 demonstrate as expected an even stronger reduction in the average value of

nSD, which is only partially compensated by MIEs captured by the Iterated SD procedure.

22Our comparison to this measurement is subject to the same caveats that for the zg distribution in the

same paper.
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Figure 23. Our MC results for the jet RAA as a function of pT,jet are shown in bins of zg (left

figure) and in bins of θg (right figure). The inclusive (all-zg, respectively all-θg) results are shown

with dashed lines.

Correlation between RAA and zg. Given that both RAA and the zg distribution are

primarily controlled by the jet energy loss, it is interesting to study the correlation between

these 2 variables [4] (similarly to figure 10 for the energy loss of monochromatic jets). To

that aim, we show in figure 23 the ratio RAA as a function of pT ≡ pT,jet for different bins

in zg (imposing θg > 0.1) (left plot) and for different bins in θg (right plot). For reference,

the inclusive RAA ratio is shown by the “all jets” curve. The curve labelled as “no zg” in

the left plot includes both the events which did not pass the SD criteria and the events

which failed the θg > 0.1 constraint. Correspondingly, the curve labelled “θg < 0.03” in

the right plot includes both the events with a genuine splitting passing the SD condition

with θg < 0.03 and the events which did not pass the SD condition.

The remarkable feature in both plots is the striking difference between the events

which passed SD and those which did not. As explained when we discussed figure 10,

this difference reflects the fact that, on average, two-prong jets lose more energy than

single-prong ones. These results also reveal the role played by colour (de)coherence and

the emergence of a critical angle θc. With our choice of parameters, θc ' 0.04 corresponds

to the region in θg where RAA changes significantly. For example, the curve corresponding

to θg < 0.03 < θc receives almost exclusively contributions from single-prong jets — even

more so than the “no zg curve in the left plot — and thus shows a nuclear factor RAA
close to unity. This suggests that measuring RAA in bins of θg can be interesting to better

characterise the propagation of jets in the quark-gluon plasma.

7 Conclusions and perspectives

In this paper, we have presented a new picture, emerging from perturbative QCD, for the

parton shower created by an energetic parton propagating through a dense quark-gluon

plasma. This picture is factorised in time with vacuum-like emissions occurring first and
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creating sources for subsequent medium-induced radiation. Both types of emission are

Markovian processes, yielding a modular Monte Carlo implementation of our picture. This

allows us to study separately various aspects of the dynamics of jet quenching and assert

their relative importance. In practice, we have focused on two observables for which we

believe our approximations to be robust: the jet nuclear modification factor for RAA and

the nuclear effects on the zg distribution given by the Soft Drop procedure.

For both observables, we obtained good qualitative and semi-quantitative descriptions

of the respective LHC data and we discussed the physical interpretation of the various

trends seen in the data. To make our physical discussions more convincing, we supple-

mented the numerical calculations of the zg distribution with suitable analytic calculations,

which were helpful to pinpoint the different mechanisms at play and compare their effects.

Our formalism involves a few free parameters, notably q̂ and L, but we have checked that

the quality of our description of the data depends on these parameters only via microscopic

scales built with these parameters. In particular, the energy scale ωbr ∼ α2
s q̂L

2 controls

the energy loss via soft medium-induced emissions at large angles.

We found that these two observables are to a large extent controlled by the jet energy

loss. They are therefore very sensitive both to vacuum-like emissions (which drive the

number of sources for medium-induced radiation) and to medium-induced emissions. In

particular, the increase of the number of vacuum-like emissions with the jet pT causes an

increase in the jet energy loss.

We showed that the nuclear zg distribution is affected by both a direct contribution of

the MIEs and their indirect contribution, via the incoherent energy loss of the two subjets

selected by the SD procedure. The former leads to a pronounced rise of the zg distribution

at small zg, as seen in the data. The latter causes a nuclear suppression (R(zg) < 1 and

slowly increasing with zg), which is best seen when normalising the zg distribution to the

total number of jets (the Njets-normalised distributions in our nomenclature). The interplay

between the two effects depends on the jet pT . At low pT , pT . 300 GeV, corresponding

to the current range covered by the LHC analyses, both effects contribute. As the jet pT
increases, MIEs become too soft to trigger the SD condition and only the indirect effect

of (incoherent) energy loss survives. As a consequence, we predict that for pT & 500 GeV,

the (Njets-normalised) nuclear modification factor R(zg) should be systematically smaller

than one and slowly increasing with zg. The onset of such a transition is consistent with

the largest pT bin of the CMS measurement.

Some of our results have been anticipated by previous studies in the literature, with

somewhat different conclusions. When studying the consequences of the incoherent energy

loss on the zg distribution, refs. [10, 11] obtained results which are qualitatively similar

to the curve denoted as “energy loss only” in our figure 15, right, i.e. R(zg) < 1 with

an increase with zg. This trend is opposite to the one seen in the LHC data at pT .
250 GeV [7], which led refs. [10, 11] to argue that the LHC data favours a scenario of

coherent energy loss by the two subjets. Such a conclusion seems difficult to reconcile with

the fact that, in the CMS analysis [7], the angular separation θg between the two subjets is

constrained to values θg ≥ θcut = 0.1 which, with our current estimates, are considerably

larger than the critical angle θc for the onset of colour decoherence. In our picture, we
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instead conclude that the rise of the zg distribution at small zg is due to the relatively

hard MIEs that can be captured by SD and which more than compensate the suppression

due to the incoherent energy loss. This is indeed visible for our full Monte Carlo results in

figure 15, right. This shows the importance of having a complete physical picture and the

usefulness of the corresponding numerical implementation.

In the remaining part of these conclusions, we emphasise the limitations of our current

approach and thus outline some of our projects for the future. Even though we describe the

parton showers from first principles, our current treatment of the medium — a homoge-

neous “brick” of quark-gluon plasma — is insufficient for more detailed phenomenological

studies. Besides our implementation of an angular-ordered final-state parton shower can

be significantly refined.

A first step towards a more realistic description of the medium is to include its longitu-

dinal expansion, e.g. by giving a suitable time-dependence to the jet quenching parameter

q̂ [58–61]. One would also need a more realistic geometry (say, an expanding cylinder for

central collisions) together with a probability distribution for the location of the hard pro-

cess inside the medium. Further refinements would also include the radial expansion and

a fully dynamical description of the plasma, including its response to the jet. The current

belief is that the inclusion of the medium backreaction is important for observables like

the jet shapes [62] and the geometrical distribution of the energy lost by the jet, e.g. as

measured by the dijet asymmetry [63–65].

Several other improvements of the medium-induced cascade can be implemented. First,

we should relax the fixed coupling approximation in the treatment of the medium-induced

radiation. Second, one should use a dynamic treatment of the transverse momentum

broadening, which explicitly includes the elastic collisions and thus goes beyond our current

Gaussian approximation. In practice, hard collisions would generate a power-law tail ∝ k−4
⊥

at large k⊥. This can have a sizeable impact on the zg distribution which, as discussed

in section 5.4.1, is sensitive to the large-k⊥ tail of the k⊥ distribution. A Monte Carlo

implementation of the elastic collisions (in the diffusion approximation) has recently been

presented [66] for a jet evolving via (BDMPS-Z) medium-induced radiation alone. In the

future, we plan to extend the method in [66] to the full parton shower, including VLEs.

More generally, one could also add the effects of elastic collisions in terms of energy loss

(the “drag force”) and longitudinal momentum broadening. This would be important for

the in-medium dynamics of the softest quanta from the jet, in particular for the possibility

of their thermalisation [45, 50, 67].

Finally, our vacuum parton shower should be extended to include the single-logarithmic

effects of soft gluon emissions beyond the collinear limit, and to include both final-state and

initial-state radiation. This can e.g. be done using a dipole shower which would also have

the advantage of facilitating the interface of our parton shower with hadronisation models.

Instead of going through the complex task of completing our Monte Carlo with a

detailed description of the medium and of its interactions with the jet, one can alter-

natively think about using our parton showers as an input for the recently developed

JETSCAPE [68, 69] framework, which offers various approaches for treating the interac-

tions between the parton shower and the medium. Last but not least, it would be both

– 49 –
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important and instructive to understand in detail the relation between our approach and

the related approaches in the literature, notably those used by the Monte Carlo event gen-

erators MARTINI [70] and JEWEL [71, 72], which share with us the fact that both the

parton showers and the in-medium interactions are treated in perturbative QCD.
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